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Alpha, a bed that combines look, small price
and functionality with drawers included !
Bedding 140x190, 140 x 200 or 90x200

ALPHA
+ Aluminium grey trim on 
headboard for a trendy style

+ A very functional  bed with 2 
drawers and a niche included

+ Small attractive prices

White Coffee Dark Grey

ALPHA (2038, 2058, 2068)

Particle board structure 15mm
Ball sliding drawer included
Parts of the foot bed 22 mm

A functional bed !

+ 2 bed drawers
+ Drawers : L66 cm x P33cm
+ Bed drawers can be positionned on the right 
or on the left side

Aluminium grey trim on headboard 

Soft edges

Plastic handle, metal finishing

L14T : L146 x H59 x P193 cm (140x190)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)

L24T : L146 x H59 x P203 cm (140x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2058 : (Café)

L2TI : L96 x H59 x P203 cm (90x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)



ALPHA (2038, 2058, 2068)

Particle board structure 15mm
Ball sliding drawer included
Parts of the foot bed 22 mm

A functional bed !

+ 2 bed drawers
+ Drawers : L66 cm x P33cm
+ Bed drawers can be positionned on the right 
or on the left side

Aluminium grey trim on headboard 

Soft edges

Plastic handle, metal finishing

L14T : L146 x H59 x P193 cm (140x190)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)

L24T : L146 x H59 x P203 cm (140x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2058 : (Café)

L2TI : L96 x H59 x P203 cm (90x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)

SNOOP
+ A functional bed including two 
drawers 

+ Modular environment with 
reversible closed storage

+ Saving of space

+ Assembly of reversible drawers

Organize your room in the most optimal way
with the Snoop room. Smart and ingenious, it
will save you space with its drawers and
modular environments.

White

L2TI : L98 x H67 x P203
(90x190/200)

A functional bed:

- Two drawers W96 x D40 cm on ball bearing 
slides
- The drawers are positioned on the left or 
right side of the bed

The closed storage of the environment 
can be positioned either at the top or at 
the bottom

Aluminium grey melamine edges

Particleboard structure
Panel thicknesses 15mm

ENVI : L98 x H108 x P28

SNOOP (2572)



Sleep is a bed for boys and girls with a 
platform and 3 storage boxes. 

SLEEP 
+ This bed will easily fit in a girl’s 
or boy’s bedroom !  
 
+ With its reversible boards 
 
+ Used as a sofa during the day, 
it becomes a bed for the night ! 
 
+ For an extra space of storage, 
optional drawers are available 
 
+ Adapted to the customer’s needs 
of personalization !  

White 

SLEEP (2338) 

TIRO : L199 x H25 x P53 cm 

A functional bed with various spaces of 
storage integrated :  
 
+ A platform L200 x D19 cm 
 
+ 3 storage boxes L66cm x D17cm with 
reversible boards  
 
Headboard and footboard with a rouding 
shape  
 
Lying surface height > 50cm (with a mattress 
15cm) 
 
2 optional drawers 
 
6 reversible boards : 

 
Structure with particle boards 

Thick edges 22mm and 15mm 
 
 

L290 : L203 x H82 x P113 cm 

90x200cm / 90x190 adjustable 



SLEEP (2338) 

TIRO : L199 x H25 x P53 cm 

A functional bed with various spaces of 
storage integrated :  
 
+ A platform L200 x D19 cm 
 
+ 3 storage boxes L66cm x D17cm with 
reversible boards  
 
Headboard and footboard with a rouding 
shape  
 
Lying surface height > 50cm (with a mattress 
15cm) 
 
2 optional drawers 
 
6 reversible boards : 

 
Structure with particle boards 

Thick edges 22mm and 15mm 
 
 

L290 : L203 x H82 x P113 cm 

90x200cm / 90x190 adjustable 

An all-in-one space-saving bedding solution ! 
This bed includes a desk/bedside table space, 
two drawers with a chest type and a large 
under-bed hiding place to store bags, toys, 
etc…

MILKY

Loft Grey

+ A two-tone finish and lines that
give a very contemporary look

+ An all-in-one space-saving
solution!

+ A mixed range ! White

MILKY (2309)

Structure made of 22mm thick chipboard and
15mm

Roller slides

Interior of white drawers

LITI : L135 x H90 x P203 cm
(90x190/200cm)

A mixed style !

+ A range that can be decorated for a girl or a
boy very easily

A deco look !

+ Cuts that bring the whole style to the range

+ A thin white handle

Storage spaces !

+ 2 drawers L75cm x P35cm like a chest

+ A bookcase zone at the top

+ A desk L100cm x P39cm

+ A storage volume under the bed
equivalent to 930L



A best room at a very low price that will suit 
both girls and boys! Composed of 10 pieces of 
furniture, this room will meet all expectations 
and room configurations 

CHARLY 
 
+ A complete entry-level and 
mixed offer! 
 
 
+ Many storage spaces save 
space 
 
 
+ Program with silver-grey 
decoprint for a chic look 
 

White Light acacia 

CHARLY 

 

 

 

 

Structure in 22mm and 15mm thick 
chipboard panels 
Ball slides (dowels) and roller slides (chest 
of drawers and bur.) 
Interior of white drawers 

3 beds to choose from: 
+ A single bed  
+ A functional bed with step and drawer on 
wheels! (right or left mounted) 
+ One combined bed  
 
Environment : 
+ An adaptable environment on the 2 ideal bed 
formats to optimize storage  
+ Reversible mounting 
 
+ 1 bedside drawer + 1 drawer bedside table 
+ 1 chest of drawers with three drawers 
+ 1 desk with workspace L109xP59cm 
 
Wardrobe : 
+ 1 two-door wardrobe ½ linen and ½ wardrobe 
with top shelf 
+ 1 three-door wardrobe 2/3 wardrobe with 
drawer and 1/3 with linen cabinet 



CHARLY 

 

 

 

 

Structure in 22mm and 15mm thick 
chipboard panels 
Ball slides (dowels) and roller slides (chest 
of drawers and bur.) 
Interior of white drawers 

3 beds to choose from: 
+ A single bed  
+ A functional bed with step and drawer on 
wheels! (right or left mounted) 
+ One combined bed  
 
Environment : 
+ An adaptable environment on the 2 ideal bed 
formats to optimize storage  
+ Reversible mounting 
 
+ 1 bedside drawer + 1 drawer bedside table 
+ 1 chest of drawers with three drawers 
+ 1 desk with workspace L109xP59cm 
 
Wardrobe : 
+ 1 two-door wardrobe ½ linen and ½ wardrobe 
with top shelf 
+ 1 three-door wardrobe 2/3 wardrobe with 
drawer and 1/3 with linen cabinet 

h 

 CHARLY (2498) 

LI90 : L98 x H67 x P193 cm (90x190) 

ENVI : L123 x H93 x P29 

A2PT : L85 x H180 x P52 cm COMB : L206 x H110 x P114/183 cm 

LITM : L121 x H67 x P193 cm (90x190) 

L2TM : L121 x H67 x P203 cm (90x200) 

BURE : L109 x H75 x P59 cm 

CH1T : L44 x H40 x P28 cm 

A3PX : L112 x H180 x P52 cm  

CO3T : L78 x H82 x P40 cm 



Galaxy: THE most complete range of furniture
for every room in the home! A range that
customers will love, with added functions to 
make it even more practical and a new, fresher
look.
A plus point for distributors is that it offers a 
harmonious standard range with 3 international 
finishes.

Brooklyn Oak

GALAXY

White

+ The biggest range on the 
market ! 20 items to suit every
room in the home

+ An enhanced offer with new 
functions

+ A fresh new look: new handles
and feet

+ High-quality finishing touches:
thick edging, grooved bottoms etc.

+ A standard, harmonious offer
easy to present

Roman Walnut

A full range:
+ A complete offer to meet the needs of every
room in the home (20 items)
+ Functional furniture

A new look and high-quality finishing
touches:
+ Contemporary styling with modern handles
and feet
+ 1 mm ABS edging
+ Soft edges
+ City Grey interior
+ Grooved bottoms

An easy-to-understand offer:
+ An easily presented range with consistent 
sizing and finishing touches
+ An offer designed for every geographical
area (3 finishes)

GALAXY

Particulate board carcass
15 mm board thickness

City Grey
Ball runners



A full range:
+ A complete offer to meet the needs of every
room in the home (20 items)
+ Functional furniture

A new look and high-quality finishing
touches:
+ Contemporary styling with modern handles
and feet
+ 1 mm ABS edging
+ Soft edges
+ City Grey interior
+ Grooved bottoms

An easy-to-understand offer:
+ An easily presented range with consistent 
sizing and finishing touches
+ An offer designed for every geographical
area (3 finishes)

GALAXY

Particulate board carcass
15 mm board thickness

City Grey
Ball runners

L166 x H90 x P205 cm (160x200cm)
1 - 1350L260
2 - 1450L260 
3 - 1550L260 

L146 x H90 x P205 cm
(140x190cm / 140x200cm)
1 - 1350L240 
2 - 1450L240 
3 - 1550L240 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5350CH1T
2 - 5450CH1T 
3 - 5550CH1T 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5351CH2T
2 - 5451CH2T 
3 - 5551CH2T

L40 x H58 x P33 cm
1 - 5352CH3T
2 - 5452CH3T 
3 - 5552CH3T 

L77 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5353CO3T 
2 - 5453CO3T 
3 - 5553CO3T

L77 x H106 x P40 cm
1 - 5354CO4T
2 - 5454CO4T 
3 - 5554CO4T

L40 x H92 x P33 cm
1 - 5358CHIF
2 - 5458CHIF 
3 - 5558CHIF

L153 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5355CO6T
2 - 5455CO6T
3 - 5555CO6T

(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman) GALAXY

L120 x H74 x P203 cm 
(90x190cm /200cm)
1 - 1350L2TI 
2 - 1450L2TI 
3 - 1550L2TI 

L120 x H75 x P50 cm
1 – 5349BURE
2 – 5449BURE 
3 – 5549BURE

GALAXYGALAXY(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman)

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5362RAPT
2 - 5462RAPT
3 - 5562RAPT

L90 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5363A2PM 
2 - 5463A2PM 
3 - 5563A2PM

L146 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5366A6PT
2 - 5466A6PT
3 - 5566A6PT

L153 x H203 x P57 cm
1 - 5368RA16
2 - 5468RA16
3 - 5568RA16

L166 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5365A4PM 
2 - 5465A4PM
3 - 5565A4PM

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5364A3PM 
2 - 5464A3PM
3 - 5564A3PM

L198 x H241 x P55 cm
1 - 5367A8PM
2 - 5467A8PM 
3 - 5567A8PM

L134 x H78 x P29 cm
1 - 5347MCH4-ECR

L68 x H183 x P29 cm
1 - 5348MCH5-ECR



Pink 

BIOTIFUL 

White  

  
+ Carefully finished, cosy and 
robust construction 
 
+ Bi-tone White and Pink symbolic 
of the room 
 
+ Head-board in shape H79 cm 
 
 

An opulent room with a cabin and seaside 
theme for little adventurous girls ! A pink and 
white two-tone that will perfectly meet the 
desires of girls for their first room ! 

BIOTIFUL  

 

 

 

 

Cosy bed with rich construction:  
 
+ Thicknesses 40 mm head and footboard 
+ Raised cornice 
+ Panel construction kit 
 
Bedside table with niche and drawer in 
Shape 
 
Large 3P cabinet :  
+ Left and centre: wardrobe, right : 
laundry 
+ Including 2 drawers in the center and large 
mirror central 
 
Chest of drawers: 
+ 3 drawers with double handles 
 
Office: 
Workspace adapted to the 
+ children (H77cm) with closed storage and 
tablet 
 
White and Pink: the combination 
a winner that will please all little girls! 
 
+ Translucent pink handles: original and 
girly 

Thick particleboard structure 

40mm (head and footboard), 22mm (top), 16mm 
Drawers on roller runners (co3t, cabinets, 
bure) and on ball bearing slides (dowels) 



BIOTIFUL  

 

 

 

 

Cosy bed with rich construction:  
 
+ Thicknesses 40 mm head and footboard 
+ Raised cornice 
+ Panel construction kit 
 
Bedside table with niche and drawer in 
Shape 
 
Large 3P cabinet :  
+ Left and centre: wardrobe, right : 
laundry 
+ Including 2 drawers in the center and large 
mirror central 
 
Chest of drawers: 
+ 3 drawers with double handles 
 
Office: 
Workspace adapted to the 
+ children (H77cm) with closed storage and 
tablet 
 
White and Pink: the combination 
a winner that will please all little girls! 
 
+ Translucent pink handles: original and 
girly 

Thick particleboard structure 

40mm (head and footboard), 22mm (top), 16mm 
Drawers on roller runners (co3t, cabinets, 
bure) and on ball bearing slides (dowels) 

h BIOTIFUL (2273) 

LI90 : L103 x H79 x P197 cm 

(90x190cm) 

L290 : L103 x H79 x P206 cm 

(90x200cm) 

CHEV : L48 x H42 x P33 cm 

BURE : L121 x H77 x P65 cm CO3T : L90 x H79 x P45 cm 

A3PT : L136 x H181 x P56 cm 



A functional room with an industrial look in a 
loft-trendy style. Be seduced by these stylish 
storage units that will optimize the available 
space in your room. 

FABRIC 
+ A range distributed in more than 
30 countries ! 
 
+ Steel handles and a    
weathered decoprint effect 
 
+ Modern design and industrial 
trend 
 
+ Superb storage volumes 
 
 

Dark Grey Loft Grey  

FABRIC  



FABRIC  

Particleboard structure 
 

15mm board thick edges 
 

Ball bearing rails (bed side table, chest of 
drawers, desk) 
 

White interior drawers 

FABRIC  

 

 

 

Complete range in industrial style : 
 
+ Decoprint printing « random » 
+Steel handles « industrial style » 
+ Large storage spaces and many 
possibility  possibility of arrangements in 
each offer 
 
 
Functional bed : 
+ Large drawer of storage included on 
the front of the bed H12 x P48 cm  
+ Set of 2 optional side drawers  
 
 

Closet 2 doors : 
+ 2 oppen storage spaces 48 cm depth 
+ 1 left area for wardrobe 
+ 1 right area with shelves of storage 40 cm 
depth  
 

Desk with heightening : 
+ 1 door 
+ 1 drawer 
+ 1 heightening with shelf and niche 
decoration/storage 24 cm depth  
 
Chest of 3 drawers : 
+ 1 top drawer H14 x P35 cm 
+ 2 lower drawers H20 x P35 cm  
 

Bedside reversible mounting : 
+ 1 drawer 
+ 1 door 27 cm heigh (reversible in 
mounting) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FABRIC (2311) 

L2TI : L99 x H66 x P207 cm 

(90x200) 

L220 : L129 x H66 x P207 cm 

(120x200) 

T2CO : L149 x H18 x P42 cm 
(pour L2TI – L220) 

CHEV : L40 x H45 x P28 cm 

AR2P : L101 x H182 x P51 cm 

CO3T : L87 x H76 x P40 cm 

BURE : L108 x H114 x P56 cm 



Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding ! White wash pine finish and 
reversible edges make this bedroom for girls 
or boys. 

SMOOZY 
+ A first price complete and 
mixed bedroom ! 
 
+ A room for a large age target :  
6 -12 years 
 
+ Reversible Blue and pink edges ! 
 
+ Universal finishing 
 
 

Memphis Pine Raspberry Pink /Indigo Blue 

SMOOZY  

 

 

 

 

+ A finishing universal with reversible 
edges while assembling for grils or boys 
 
+ Round handle grey aluminium 
 
Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding : 
 
1 simple bed : 
 

+ 2 drawers included and 2 niches for 
storage optimization 
 
Highsleeper : 
 
+ Desk with work plan L160 x P32 cm 
 
+ 3 side shleves 
 
 
+ 1 dresser 3 drawers et 1 bedside table 1 
drawer 
 
+ 1 desk 1 drawer  and 1 door separated by a 
spoke 
 
+ 1 storage cabinet L90 with 3 shelves et 2 
wardrobe closet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure : particle board  
 

Particle board thickness : 22mm & 15mm 
 

Ball-bearing rails (bure, ch1t) & rollers sliding  
rails (co3T, l2ti) 
 

Drawer insides : white 



SMOOZY  

 

 

 

 

+ A finishing universal with reversible 
edges while assembling for grils or boys 
 
+ Round handle grey aluminium 
 
Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding : 
 
1 simple bed : 
 

+ 2 drawers included and 2 niches for 
storage optimization 
 
Highsleeper : 
 
+ Desk with work plan L160 x P32 cm 
 
+ 3 side shleves 
 
 
+ 1 dresser 3 drawers et 1 bedside table 1 
drawer 
 
+ 1 desk 1 drawer  and 1 door separated by a 
spoke 
 
+ 1 storage cabinet L90 with 3 shelves et 2 
wardrobe closet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure : particle board  
 

Particle board thickness : 22mm & 15mm 
 

Ball-bearing rails (bure, ch1t) & rollers sliding  
rails (co3T, l2ti) 
 

Drawer insides : white 

SMOOZY (2223) 

L2TI : L95 x H80 x P203 cm  

(90x200cm) 

CO3T : L79 x H75 x P41 cm 

CH1T : L40 x H41 x P33 cm 

A2PR : L90 x H182 x P51 cm 

BURE : L121 x H77 x P50 cm 

LSUR : L206 x H180 x P108 cm 
(90x200cm) 



A room inspired by macramé trends with its 
shades of light wood and bleached wood. 
Mandalas with gold silkscreen printing bringing 
elegance and style to this room for young girls! 

ELYSIA
+ A unique room with macramé
and mandala inspirations

+ Differentiating details
(gold foot, gold handle with pompom, 
gold decoprint)

+ Furniture favorites (hairdresser, 
chest of drawers with extension)

+ Contemporary style feet and 
buttons

Petterson pine Beige melamine with 
Decoprint matt gold

ELYSIA
+ Beige melamine decoration with matt gold 
decoprint
+ Plastic handle in matt gold with pompom
+ Wooden foot with matt gold lacquer finish
H23cm (ch1t, co3t) and H17cm (l290) 

+ 1 bed 90x190/200cm with headboard in 
H84cm shape

+ 2 Bed drawers on wheels, right or left 
mounted or side by side

+ 1 Bedside table, 1 drawer and 1 niche

+ 1 chest of drawers with 3 drawers and 
shaped top and drop-down panel

+ 1 wardrobe 2-door : 2/3 wardrobe and 1/3 
shelves

+ 1 dressing table with shaped top, tablet and 
1 drawer with fall protection moulding

Particleboard structure
Thickness 22mm and 15mm
Drawer on ball slides (CH1T) and roller slides 
(COIF, CO3T)



ELYSIA
+ Beige melamine decoration with matt gold 
decoprint
+ Plastic handle in matt gold with pompom
+ Wooden foot with matt gold lacquer finish
H23cm (ch1t, co3t) and H17cm (l290) 

+ 1 bed 90x190/200cm with headboard in 
H84cm shape

+ 2 Bed drawers on wheels, right or left 
mounted or side by side

+ 1 Bedside table, 1 drawer and 1 niche

+ 1 chest of drawers with 3 drawers and 
shaped top and drop-down panel

+ 1 wardrobe 2-door : 2/3 wardrobe and 1/3 
shelves

+ 1 dressing table with shaped top, tablet and 
1 drawer with fall protection moulding

Particleboard structure
Thickness 22mm and 15mm
Drawer on ball slides (CH1T) and roller slides 
(COIF, CO3T)

ELYSIA (2351)

COIF : L86 x H108 x P39 cm 

L290 : L100 x H100 x P204 cm

(90x190/200cm)

TIRO : L99 x H19 x P42 cm

x 2 tiroirs

CH1T : L44 x H53 x P33 cm CO3T : L80 x H99 x P40 cm

AR2P : L95 x H198 x P50 cm



ALICE 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure with particle boards and MDF 
 

Thick edges 22mm and 16mm 
 

On roller sliding rails (co3t) and ball bearing 
sliding rails (coiff,, chev, bure)  
 

Curve-shaped profile and a strong Princess 
theme 
 
+ White wood knobs 
 

+ Raised arabesques on every piece of 
furniture to bring relief 
 
+ Headboard and footboard: thick edges 
22mm 
 
2 dimensions of low bed  
 

+ Possibility to get an extra living space 
thanks to the bed-drawer or a large storage 
space 
 
1 bedside, 1 drawer 
 
Dressing table with Princess mirror, to be 
added to the desk or to the chest of drawers   
 
1 chest of 3 drawers 
 
Bookcase with 3 spaces of storage 
 
Cabinet with high central mirror 
 

+ 1 door for an wardrobe 
 

+ 1 door separated by 3 shelves 
 

A Princess themed bedroom with both strong 
and classic elements; the perfect dream to 
every girl ! 

ALICE 

White Lacquered and relief 
 

+ Thick edges 22mm, lacquered 
relief… 
 
+ Value-added arabesques to 
emphazise the Princess theme !  
 
+ A whole range bringing a large 
choice of products 
 
+ A best programm 
 



ALICE 

 

 

 

 

 

Structure with particle boards and MDF 
 

Thick edges 22mm and 16mm 
 

On roller sliding rails (co3t) and ball bearing 
sliding rails (coiff,, chev, bure)  
 

Curve-shaped profile and a strong Princess 
theme 
 
+ White wood knobs 
 

+ Raised arabesques on every piece of 
furniture to bring relief 
 
+ Headboard and footboard: thick edges 
22mm 
 
2 dimensions of low bed  
 

+ Possibility to get an extra living space 
thanks to the bed-drawer or a large storage 
space 
 
1 bedside, 1 drawer 
 
Dressing table with Princess mirror, to be 
added to the desk or to the chest of drawers   
 
1 chest of 3 drawers 
 
Bookcase with 3 spaces of storage 
 
Cabinet with high central mirror 
 

+ 1 door for an wardrobe 
 

+ 1 door separated by 3 shelves 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALICE (2296) 

LI90 : L98 x H87 x P194cm L290 : L98 x H87 x P204cm TILI : L190 x H28 x P92 cm 
(pour LI90) 

T2LI : L200 x H28 x P92 cm 
(pour L290) 

CHEV : L47 x H45 x P34 cm CO3T : L98 x H82 x P49 cm 

BURE : L120 x H77 x P63 cm COIF : L96 x H56 x P22 cm 
Pour CO3T - BURE 

BIBL : L100 x H91 x P27cm 

AR2P : L116 x H188 x P52 cm 

90 x 190 cm 90 x 200 cm 



  MID SLEEPER,  BUNK BED,  HIGH SLEEPER
PRODUCT BOOKLET
01/03/2019

A functional combination bed that will suit both 
girls and boys. The Reverse bed offers a

 

 
turnkey space-saving solution at the best price.

REVERSE
+ Mixed program :

 

suitable for 
both girls and boys

+

 

Space-saving solution

 

for small 
spaces

+ Combined with a best price

White Silver

 

grey



REVERSE (2270)

A functional handset:

+ Desktop on wheels included with 
workspaces

 

of L89 x P67cm

+ 2 doors and 1 storage niche

 

above P38cm

+ 2 steps in 22mm

 

thickness

+ Grey silver head and foot molding for a 
contemporary look

Particleboard structure
Thickness 22mm and 15mm

COMB

 

: L206 x H110 x P114/183 cm 

(90 x 200cm)

A functional combination bed that will suit both 
girls and boys. The Reverse bed offers a

 

 
turnkey space-saving solution at the best price.

REVERSE
+ Mixed program :

 

suitable for 
both girls and boys

+

 

Space-saving solution

 

for small 
spaces

+ Combined with a best price

White Silver

 

grey



CHARLY (2498) 

 

 

 

 

 
A functional handset :  
 
+ Desktop on wheels included with 
workspaces of L89 x P67cm  
 
+ 2 doors and 1 storage niche above P38cm  
 
+ 2 steps in 22mm thickness  
 
+ Moulding on the head and white foot for a 
contemporary look  

COMB : L206 x H110 x P114/183 cm 

(90 x 200cm) 

Particleboard structure 

Thickness 22mm and 15mm 

A functional combination bed that will suit both 
girls and boys. The Charly bed offers a space-
saving turnkey solution at the best price. 

CHARLY 
+ Mixed program : suitable for 
both girls and boys 
 
+ Space-saving solution for small 
spaces 
 
+ Combined with a best price 
 
 + Silver grey decoration for a 
chic look  

White Light acacia 

Light Acacia 

KURT 
Kurt, a combination bed that will suit both girls 
and boys thanks to its light acacia decor, with 
a target age between 6 and 12 years.  
A bed including a bed, a desk and storage 
while optimizing space.  

 
+ Space-saving junior sleeping 
solution Ideal for small spaces  
 
 
+ Mixed program : suitable for 
both girls and boys 
 
 
Many storage spaces on both 
levels 



KURT (2099)  

COMB : L211 x H132 x P130/213 cm 

(90x20) 

Particleboard structure 
Thickness 28mm, 22mm and 15mm 
Ball bearing slides 

A cosy combination with a 27mm solid 
coated front crossbar and 28mm uprights 
(ladder and front) 
 
+ Desk on wheels included, with a 
workspace L90 x P59 cm and 1 drawer 
H13 cm  
 
+ 2 side shelves on step side L90xP38cm 
 
+ 2 doors and 1 storage niche above 
P32 cm  
 
+ 3 rear storage spaces P20cm and 
large installation surface L209cm 

Light Acacia 

KURT 
Kurt, a combination bed that will suit both girls 
and boys thanks to its light acacia decor, with 
a target age between 6 and 12 years.  
A bed including a bed, a desk and storage 
while optimizing space.  

 
+ Space-saving junior sleeping 
solution Ideal for small spaces  
 
 
+ Mixed program : suitable for 
both girls and boys 
 
 
Many storage spaces on both 
levels 



SWAN (2159) 

COMB : L211 x H132 x P130/213 cm 

(90x20) 

A cosy combination with a 27mm solid 
coated front crossbar and 28mm uprights 
(ladder and front) 
 
+ Desk on wheels included, with a 
workspace L90 x P59 cm and 1 drawer 
H13 cm  
 
+ 2 side shelves on step side L90xP38cm 
 
+ 2 doors and 1 storage niche above 
P32 cm  
 
+ 3 rear storage spaces P20cm and 
large installation surface L209cm 

Particleboard structure 
Thickness 28mm, 22mm and 15mm 
Ball bearing slides 

Swan, a combination bed that will suit both 
girls and boys thanks to its white decor, with a 
target age between 6 and 12 years.  
A bed including a bed, a desk and storage 
while optimizing space.  

SWAN 

White 

 
+ Space-saving junior sleeping 
solution Ideal for small spaces  
 
 
+ Mixed program : suitable for 
both girls and boys 
 
 
Many storage spaces on both 
levels 

LEO, ALDO 
DOUBLE VIP, TAYLOR  + BEST ranges !  

 

+ Mixed beds: for girls as for boys 
 
+ Pink & Blue reversible backs for 
LEO, DOUBLE VIP 
 

+ A storage space L209cm at the 
top and at the bottom ! 
 
+ Bedding 90 x 200 bed base 
included 
 

Space-saving bunk beds with storage space 
at the top and at the bottom. The shaped 
ladder enables an easy and safe access to 
the upper bedding. 
      White 

  Black  White/Loft grey 

     LEO 

DOUBLE VIP  TAYLOR 
 

ALDO 

Blond oak/White 

     
LEO 

     
ALDO 

     
TAYLOR 

     DOUBLE VIP LEO 



SWAN (2159) 

COMB : L211 x H132 x P130/213 cm 

(90x20) 

A cosy combination with a 27mm solid 
coated front crossbar and 28mm uprights 
(ladder and front) 
 
+ Desk on wheels included, with a 
workspace L90 x P59 cm and 1 drawer 
H13 cm  
 
+ 2 side shelves on step side L90xP38cm 
 
+ 2 doors and 1 storage niche above 
P32 cm  
 
+ 3 rear storage spaces P20cm and 
large installation surface L209cm 

Particleboard structure 
Thickness 28mm, 22mm and 15mm 
Ball bearing slides 

Particle board structure 
 

 Panel thick edges 22mm and 15mm 
 

LEO, ALDO 
DOUBLE VIP, TAYLOR  

Storage space as bedside table:

+ A laying shelf L209 cm 
 
+ 3 storage compartments L67cm x 
H27cm 
 
 
5 colored combinaisons  that will meet 
all consumers’ needs 
 
 
 
Pink & Blue reversible backs for LEO, 
DOUBLE VIP 
 
 
An optional bed drawer on castors for 
TAYLOR, LEO, ALDO 
 
 

LEO 

2344LIS1 : L209 x H165 x P132 cm (pink/blue) 

2544LIS3 : L209 x H165 x P132 cm (brooklyn oak/white) 

2344TIRO : L163 x H22 x P42 cm 

   DOUBLE VIP 

2144LISU : L209 x H165 x P132 cm (pink/blue) 

TAYLOR 

2319LISU : L209 x H165 x P132 cm 

2319TIRO : L163 x H22 x P42 cm 

2349LIS1 : L209 x H165 x P132 cm 

2349TIRO : L163 x H22 x P42 cm 

ALDO 

LEO, ALDO 
DOUBLE VIP, TAYLOR  + BEST ranges !  

 

+ Mixed beds: for girls as for boys 
 
+ Pink & Blue reversible backs for 
LEO, DOUBLE VIP 
 

+ A storage space L209cm at the 
top and at the bottom ! 
 
+ Bedding 90 x 200 bed base 
included 
 

Space-saving bunk beds with storage space 
at the top and at the bottom. The shaped 
ladder enables an easy and safe access to 
the upper bedding. 
      White 

  Black  White/Loft grey 

     LEO 

DOUBLE VIP  TAYLOR 
 

ALDO 

Blond oak/White 

     
LEO 

     
ALDO 

     
TAYLOR 

     DOUBLE VIP LEO 



STIM (2141)

LISU : L280 x H142 x P122 cm

Storages integrated for the 2 beds

+ A top L95x P16 cm at the end of the top 
bed
+ A night table L57cm x P24cm behind the 
storage
+ A drawer included

A shaped scale allows an easy and safety
acces to the top bedding

Closed storage with 2 doors 36cm
+ 3 shelves
+ Depth : 39cm

A hanging rail with shelf L58cm
 

Particle boards

Panels thickness : 22mm and 15mm

STIM

Rough oak White

An original bunk bed which allows to have 2 
sleeping spaces : they are more distinctive 
than in an other classical bunk bed.
Moreover, this bed has a closed storage
space and a hanging rail !

+ A mixed bed : for girls as for boys

+ Our only bunk bed with a closed 
storage space 

+ A different configuration from the 
classical bunk beds

 
 

Bibop2 is a bed concept for 2 children that
include comfortable storage space. Its light
pink/mastic reversible backs make it the ideal
bunk bed for girls and boys.

93 x 200 bed with bed base included

Light Acacia

BIBOP 2

Megeve White

+ A BESTSELLING program

+ A mixed bed suitable for girls and 
boys

+ A bunk bed with stairs that
offer extra safety thanks a 
nonslip surface.



STIM (2141)

LISU : L280 x H142 x P122 cm

Storages integrated for the 2 beds

+ A top L95x P16 cm at the end of the top 
bed
+ A night table L57cm x P24cm behind the 
storage
+ A drawer included

A shaped scale allows an easy and safety
acces to the top bedding

Closed storage with 2 doors 36cm
+ 3 shelves
+ Depth : 39cm

A hanging rail with shelf L58cm
 

Particle boards

Panels thickness : 22mm and 15mm

Storage space that can be used as a night
table :

A L204 x P21cm long platform

3 niches L66cm x H28cm

Storage space beneath the stares that
include 2 shelves$

An optional bed drawer that allows to have a 
3rd guest.

Real stares that offer an easy and safe
access to the top bed.

Edge of the stares are covered with noslip
material

Metal handrail

Reversible backs mastic or pink

BIBOP 2 (2326, 2328)

Structure in particle board
Boards thickness 22mm and 15mm

LISU : L245 x H171 x P114 cm (93x200) TILI : L199 x H20 x P95 cm (90x190)

(2326 : Light Acacia – 2328 : Megeve White)Bibop2 is a bed concept for 2 children that
include comfortable storage space. Its light
pink/mastic reversible backs make it the ideal
bunk bed for girls and boys.

93 x 200 bed with bed base included

Light Acacia

BIBOP 2

Megeve White

+ A BESTSELLING program

+ A mixed bed suitable for girls and 
boys

+ A bunk bed with stairs that
offer extra safety thanks a 
nonslip surface.



SMOOZY  

 

 

 

 

+ A finishing universal with reversible 
edges while assembling for grils or boys 
 
+ Round handle grey aluminium 
 
Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding : 
 
1 simple bed : 
 

+ 2 drawers included and 2 niches for 
storage optimization 
 
Highsleeper : 
 
+ Desk with work plan L160 x P32 cm 
 
+ 3 side shleves 
 
 
+ 1 dresser 3 drawers et 1 bedside table 1 
drawer 
 
+ 1 desk 1 drawer  and 1 door separated by a 
spoke 
 
+ 1 storage cabinet L90 with 3 shelves et 2 
wardrobe closet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure : particle board  
 

Particle board thickness : 22mm & 15mm 
 

Ball-bearing rails (bure, ch1t) & rollers sliding  
rails (co3T, l2ti) 
 

Drawer insides : white 

Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding ! White wash pine finish and 
reversible edges make this bedroom for girls 
or boys. 

SMOOZY 
+ A first price complete and 
mixed bedroom ! 
 
+ A room for a large age target :  
6 -12 years 
 
+ Reversible Blue and pink edges ! 
 
+ Universal finishing 
 
 

Memphis Pine Raspberry Pink /Indigo Blue 



SMOOZY  

 

 

 

 

+ A finishing universal with reversible 
edges while assembling for grils or boys 
 
+ Round handle grey aluminium 
 
Smoozy : A full bedroom with 2 types of 
bedding : 
 
1 simple bed : 
 

+ 2 drawers included and 2 niches for 
storage optimization 
 
Highsleeper : 
 
+ Desk with work plan L160 x P32 cm 
 
+ 3 side shleves 
 
 
+ 1 dresser 3 drawers et 1 bedside table 1 
drawer 
 
+ 1 desk 1 drawer  and 1 door separated by a 
spoke 
 
+ 1 storage cabinet L90 with 3 shelves et 2 
wardrobe closet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure : particle board  
 

Particle board thickness : 22mm & 15mm 
 

Ball-bearing rails (bure, ch1t) & rollers sliding  
rails (co3T, l2ti) 
 

Drawer insides : white 

SMOOZY (2223) 

L2TI : L95 x H80 x P203 cm  

(90x200cm) 

CO3T : L79 x H75 x P41 cm 

CH1T : L40 x H41 x P33 cm 

A2PR : L90 x H182 x P51 cm 

BURE : L121 x H77 x P50 cm 

LSUR : L206 x H180 x P108 cm 
(90x200cm) 



Raised bed : 

Height under bed 145cm 

Workspace
+ Desk with worktop L89 x P34cm
+ 1 drawer L22 x P27 on roller sliding rails

Wardrobe space
+ 1 Wardrobe L55cm 
+ 1 Shelf L58 x P15cm

Linen space
+ 1 Storage space L60 x H144cm with
curtain
+ 3 Shelves L60 x P30cm

Sleeping storage
+ 1 shelf L200x P15cm
split in 3 parts

ABS edgebands white 1mm

Particleboard structure

Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm

LSUR : L205 x H193 x P132cm
(90x200cm)

TAYLOR (2304)

TAYLOR
Taylor, a highsleeper bed that stands out in 
the offer as it includes storage function under 
the bed and sleeping ! Its grey and white 
finishes will go perfectly with teenage rooms.

WhiteLoft grey

+ A sleeping area with storage 
function

+ A functional space under the 
bed including a desk, a wardrobe 
and a storage space with curtain

+ A highsleeper with an attractive 
price

+ Mixed style

+ Contemporary design

With Mila, you'll have more than just a bed ! 
This product combines a dressing area, a 
desk, a hairdresser, a library and a bed! 

MILA 

Lilacs 

+ Round shapes and soft and 
delicate colors  
 
+ A raised bed saves space 
combining sleeping, dressing, 
beauty and homework! 
 
+ A two-tone that will certainly 
please little girls  

White 



Raised bed : 

Height under bed 145cm 

Workspace
+ Desk with worktop L89 x P34cm
+ 1 drawer L22 x P27 on roller sliding rails

Wardrobe space
+ 1 Wardrobe L55cm 
+ 1 Shelf L58 x P15cm

Linen space
+ 1 Storage space L60 x H144cm with
curtain
+ 3 Shelves L60 x P30cm

Sleeping storage
+ 1 shelf L200x P15cm
split in 3 parts

ABS edgebands white 1mm

Particleboard structure

Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm

LSUR : L205 x H193 x P132cm
(90x200cm)

TAYLOR (2304)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 
A raised bed saves space: 
 
 
On the right : 
+ A dressing area closed at an angle with 1 
closet 
+ 3 shelves H34 cm 
+ A mirror 
 
 
On the left : 
+ A beauty/office area with a work surface 
L130 x P38 cm, an extension, a drawer H12 
cm swivelling separated by 4 compartments 
and a mirror 
 
+ White and lilac edges 
 
 
+ Transparent and white knob handles 

Particleboard structure 
 
Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm 
 
MDF crosspieces 
 

LSUR : L205 x H178 x P120 cm 

MILA (2510) 

With Mila, you'll have more than just a bed ! 
This product combines a dressing area, a 
desk, a hairdresser, a library and a bed! 

MILA 

Lilacs 

+ Round shapes and soft and 
delicate colors  
 
+ A raised bed saves space 
combining sleeping, dressing, 
beauty and homework! 
 
+ A two-tone that will certainly 
please little girls  

White 



+ Standard bed base height : 140cm 
 
+ Desk L133 x P66cm 
 
+ Storage 1 sliding door with wardrobe L43cm 
and 3 shelves L87 x D20cm 
 
+ Outdoor laying platform L160 x P23cm 
 
Indoor laying platform L200 x P23cm 
 
+ 2 storage bins + 2 storage bins 

HIGHER (2410) 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 28mm and 15mm 
 

LSUR : L206 x H189 x P138cm 

90 x 200cm 

Higher, our range of functional beds with a 
rich décor and quality finishes. A complete 
offer that answers all space saving problems!  
 

Nordic ash 

HIGHER 
+ An international program 
 
+ Innovative and visible storage 
function 
 
+ Robustness: 28 mm thick, 1 mm 
thick edges, shaped parts 
 
+ A rich and mixed decor 
 
 



+ Standard bed base height : 140cm 
 
+ Desk L133 x P66cm 
 
+ Storage 1 sliding door with wardrobe L43cm 
and 3 shelves L87 x D20cm 
 
+ Outdoor laying platform L160 x P23cm 
 
Indoor laying platform L200 x P23cm 
 
+ 2 storage bins + 2 storage bins 

HIGHER (2410) 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 28mm and 15mm 
 

LSUR : L206 x H189 x P138cm 

90 x 200cm 
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SOLUCE (3023) 

Particleboard structures  

Panel thicknesses 15mm 
 
 

 

An elegant bed: 
 
 
+ Aluminium grey seal on the headboard 
H75cm 
 
 
+ White edges 
 
 

L140 : L145 x H75 x P193 cm 

(140x190) 

A bed with a contemporary style that is easily 
recognizable with its headboard incorporating 
an aluminium grey line. 

SOLUCE 
+ An Aluminium grey seal on the 
headboard for a trendy look 
 
 
+ Easily associable 
 
 
+ Best Price 
 
 
+ Contemporary style 

White 



Black and Bianca, 2 beds which combines 
design with bright black and white bright and 
also small price !

+ A well designed bed for a small 
price

+ The head and footboard in glossy 
finish for a very contemporary 
style

+ A best range on internet !

BLACK & BIANCA

Glossy white (melamine) 
and matt white

Glossy black/ (melamine) 
and matt black

+ Glossy head and foot-board

+ 1 bedside 1 drawer H11cm  with ball
bearing sliding rails 

BLACK & BIANCA 
(3041/3071)

CHET : L44 x H29 x P33cm
L140 : L146 x H75 x P195 cm
L260 : L166 x H75 x P205 cm (existe que pour Black)

Particle board structure 
Thickness 22 et 15 mm
Ball bearing sliding rails, drawer in city grey



Alpha, a bed that combines look, small price
and functionality with drawers included !
Bedding 140x190, 140 x 200 or 90x200

ALPHA
+ Aluminium grey trim on 
headboard for a trendy style

+ A very functional  bed with 2 
drawers and a niche included

+ Small attractive prices

White Coffee Dark Grey

ALPHA (2038, 2058, 2068)

Particle board structure 15mm
Ball sliding drawer included
Parts of the foot bed 22 mm

A functional bed !

+ 2 bed drawers
+ Drawers : L66 cm x P33cm
+ Bed drawers can be positionned on the right 
or on the left side

Aluminium grey trim on headboard 

Soft edges

Plastic handle, metal finishing

L14T : L146 x H59 x P193 cm (140x190)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)

L24T : L146 x H59 x P203 cm (140x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2058 : (Café)

L2TI : L96 x H59 x P203 cm (90x200)
2038 : (Blanc)
2068 : (Gris ombre)



EARTH 
+ A functional bed including two 
drawers and a niche  
 
+ Added value brought by the 
moulding and the coated handles  
 
+ Saving of space thanks to 
practical storage 
 
+ Elegant design  
 
+ Reversible assembly 
 
 

Elegance, practicality and saving of space 
assured with the bed Earth benefiting from 
two drawers and opened space, 
The bed Earth offers a functional and 
organized room while assuring an elegant 
design. 

White Sonoma Oak (3D) 

L14T : L146 x H59 x P193cm 
(140x190cm) 

 
A functional bed : 
 
+ Two drawers W66 x D34 cm on ball 
bearing sliding rails 
+ The drawers are positioned on the left or 
right side of the bed 
+ Central niche  
 
 
 
+ MDF moulding and handles coated with 
Sonoma paper 
 
 
+ White melamine edgebands  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure in particle boards 
Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm 

L26T : L166 x H59 x P203cm 
(160x200cm) 

EARTH 2039 



Two different designs for the bed will fit 
perfectly with our NEO and CELEBRITY 
programs !

MOST
+ A bed in 3 colors !

+ A functional bed that assures 
160L of storage

+ A program that can be combined 
with NEO and CELEBRITY

Silver Walnut Coffee Light Acacia

White

MOST

Particle board structure

Particle board thickness bed 22mm et15mm

Most une chambre avec : 

A choice of 3 finishes that enables to
Respond to all customers’ needs

A bed with 3 drawers 

+ 3 drawers L75cm x P35cm with roller
runner systems

+ 2 niches, (reversible assembly)
A headboard with 2x2 side niches latérales 
space for cables
A shelf 15 cm wide
1mm thick edges on the bed sides

Modular programs with multiple solutions:

Bed / Bed + night table / Bed + night table +
chest of drawers + wardrobes,…

+ Can be change in bedding 140x190cm

L240 : L150 x H79 x P220 cm 
(140 x 190cm / 140 x 200cm adaptable)

L260 : L170 x H79 x P220 cm
(160 x 200cm)

(1330 : Silver Walnut - 1430 : Coffee – 1530 : Light Acacia



SPACE-UP

Brooklyn Oak White

+ 3 in 1 product ! Night table, bed
and wardrobe

+ An adjustable and resistant 
base ! (25kg matress – 10 000 cycles)

+ Clever and innovative : 2.3m³
storage space inside

+ Best product

Space-up was designed for small spaces.  A 
combined bed with bedding for 2 persons and 
a real dressing under the bed ! Created for 
young couples living in a small flat or for 
teenager looking for an original & functionnal
bed, the bi-color finish makes this bed 
contemporary !

Need for space…

- The average surface of French bedroom is 12m² and more than half 
of the tenants have bedrooms under ≤ 12m²
- The bedroom remains the privileged room for tidying clothes
- 2/5 French people  think that their bedroom runs out of storage

Need for space…

- The average surface of French bedroom is 12m² and more than half 
of the tenants have bedrooms under ≤ 12m²
- The bedroom remains the privileged room for tidying clothes
- 2/5 French people  think that their bedroom runs out of storage

SPACE-UP

Source IPEA - La chambre à coucher des français - 2009

SPACE UP allows to gain
0.41m²

for a superior storage volume
(to the 9m2 bedroom)

Space Up surface : 3.43m2
Storage volume : 2.5m3

The French average bedroom

Standard bedroom



SPACE-UP (1531)

+ Adult bed

+ Slats included 140 x 200 cm
(140x190/200 cm adaptable)
Does not comply anti-fall standard
(slats height <80cm)

+ 2.3m³ (2300L) of tidying space !

+ White insides for more brightness
+ Panels on bottom : brooklyn oak
+ Foot bed door access with magnetic latch
+ 2 shelves L203cm with different depths
+ 2 drawers included L65 x H18 x P40cm with
rollers sliding rails

+ Bookcase and bedside (0.2m³)

+ Round corners
+ Bedside = shelf
+ 6 opened spaces
+ Step to acess the bed (bookcase)

Particle board
Panel thick edges 22mm (foot and bookcase) 

LICO : L166 x H87/185 x P207 cm

(140x200cm)



EVO 2 
2 dimensions 140 x 190 / 160 x 200 
 
 

+ Headboard with silver grey moulding 
 

+ Headboard H72 cm 
 

 
 
 
Complementary furniture for the bedroom  
 
 

+ Top 15mm 
 

+ Aluminium grey handle 
 

+ Ball bearing sliding rails (chev) and roller 
sliding rails  (co3t) 
 
 

 
 
 
A cabinet with 3 doors and 1 mirror 
 
+ 1/3 linen cabinet et 2/3 wardrobe 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Particle boards 

Panels thickness : 15mm and 22mm 

Ball bearing sliding rails, roller sliding rails, drawer in 

city grey 

EVO 2 

Silver Walnut 

Evo 2 is a practical adult bedroom made for 
small budget !  

+ Our entry-level price adult 
bedroom 
 
+ The Evo 2 range was sold in 
many countries 

 



L140 : L147 x H72 x P194 cm 

EVO 2 

L260 : L167 x H72 x P204 cm 

140 x 190 cm 160 x 200 cm 

TIRO : L188 x H19 x P51 cm 

CO3T : L76 x H88 x P44 cm CHEV : L44x H35 x P33 cm AR3P : L139x H197 x P52 cm 

Ekko is a practical adult bedroom made for
small budgets. Designed with decorative
furniture legs (grey),

Brooklyn Oak

EKKO
+ A headboard ideal for small 
spaces 

+ Numerous storages thanks to 
optional drawers on wheels under 
the bed 

+ Large storage with curtains, 2 
wardrobe, 2 shelves, 2 drawers



Ekko is a practical adult bedroom made for
small budgets. Designed with decorative
furniture legs (grey),

Brooklyn Oak

EKKO
+ A headboard ideal for small 
spaces 

+ Numerous storages thanks to 
optional drawers on wheels under 
the bed 

+ Large storage with curtains, 2 
wardrobe, 2 shelves, 2 drawers

EKKO 
Headboard :
+ Adapted to both bed sizes
+ Ideal to optimize storage
+ 2 compartments on each side

+ 2 sliding doors

Bed L140 or L260 :
+ Flap of 22mm  medium   with a double 
coating finish in aluminium grey
+ Option : 2 drawers on wheels for a full 
extension

Add-ons: 
+ 1 bedside with 1 drawer
+ 1 chest of drawer with 6 drawers
+ 1 storage with 4 drawers, 2 curtains with 
metal eyelets, 2 wardrobes, 2 shelves
+ 1 closet with 3 doors / 1 full mirror, 1/3 
linen room, 2/3 wardrobe 

+ Large handles and curve-shaped drawers

+ Decorative furniture legs (grey)

Particle boards

Panels thickness : 15mm

Ball Slides



EKKO (3782) 

L140 : L150 x H71 x P193 L260 : L170 x H71 x P206 TIRO : L189 x H22 x P51

ENVI : L170 x H101 x P32
pour L140 et L260

CHEV : L40 x H41 x P33 CO6T : L121 x H81 x P41

RANG : L153 x H203 x P57 AR3P : L140 x H197 x P52



Galaxy: THE most complete range of furniture
for every room in the home! A range that
customers will love, with added functions to 
make it even more practical and a new, fresher
look.
A plus point for distributors is that it offers a 
harmonious standard range with 3 international 
finishes.

Brooklyn Oak

GALAXY

White

+ The biggest range on the 
market ! 20 items to suit every
room in the home

+ An enhanced offer with new 
functions

+ A fresh new look: new handles
and feet

+ High-quality finishing touches:
thick edging, grooved bottoms etc.

+ A standard, harmonious offer
easy to present

Roman Walnut

GALAXY



A full range:
+ A complete offer to meet the needs of every
room in the home (20 items)
+ Functional furniture

A new look and high-quality finishing
touches:
+ Contemporary styling with modern handles
and feet
+ 1 mm ABS edging
+ Soft edges
+ City Grey interior
+ Grooved bottoms

An easy-to-understand offer:
+ An easily presented range with consistent 
sizing and finishing touches
+ An offer designed for every geographical
area (3 finishes)

GALAXY

Particulate board carcass
15 mm board thickness

City Grey
Ball runners

L166 x H90 x P205 cm (160x200cm)
1 - 1350L260
2 - 1450L260 
3 - 1550L260 

L146 x H90 x P205 cm
(140x190cm / 140x200cm)
1 - 1350L240 
2 - 1450L240 
3 - 1550L240 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5350CH1T
2 - 5450CH1T 
3 - 5550CH1T 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5351CH2T
2 - 5451CH2T 
3 - 5551CH2T

L40 x H58 x P33 cm
1 - 5352CH3T
2 - 5452CH3T 
3 - 5552CH3T 

L77 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5353CO3T 
2 - 5453CO3T 
3 - 5553CO3T

L77 x H106 x P40 cm
1 - 5354CO4T
2 - 5454CO4T 
3 - 5554CO4T

L40 x H92 x P33 cm
1 - 5358CHIF
2 - 5458CHIF 
3 - 5558CHIF

L153 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5355CO6T
2 - 5455CO6T
3 - 5555CO6T

(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman) GALAXY

L120 x H74 x P203 cm 
(90x190cm /200cm)
1 - 1350L2TI 
2 - 1450L2TI 
3 - 1550L2TI 

L120 x H75 x P50 cm
1 – 5349BURE
2 – 5449BURE 
3 – 5549BURE



GALAXYGALAXY(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman)

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5362RAPT
2 - 5462RAPT
3 - 5562RAPT

L90 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5363A2PM 
2 - 5463A2PM 
3 - 5563A2PM

L146 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5366A6PT
2 - 5466A6PT
3 - 5566A6PT

L153 x H203 x P57 cm
1 - 5368RA16
2 - 5468RA16
3 - 5568RA16

L166 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5365A4PM 
2 - 5465A4PM
3 - 5565A4PM

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5364A3PM 
2 - 5464A3PM
3 - 5564A3PM

L198 x H241 x P55 cm
1 - 5367A8PM
2 - 5467A8PM 
3 - 5567A8PM

L134 x H78 x P29 cm
1 - 5347MCH4-ECR

L68 x H183 x P29 cm
1 - 5348MCH5-ECR



BELLEVILLE 

Particle board structure 
 

Panel thicknesses: 15mm, 22mm 
 

 

 

 

 

A complete bedroom including:  
 
+ Black laquered handles 
 

+ Relief burned pine finish 
 
+ Black edges, bmanck metal profiles 
 
2 bed sizes: 140 x 190 / 160 x 200 cm 
 

+ In option : drawer with handles 
 

+ Headboard H93 cm  
 

 
 
Bedside table 1 drawer  
 
Wall shelving unit with multi-position 
 

+ LED Filament lighting included  
 
Chiffonnier H107 cm  
 

+ 4 drawers H20 cm 
 

+ Top and moulding 22 mm  
 

+ Shadowgap  
 
Chest of 6 drawers 
 

+ Drawers H20cm  
+ Top and moulding: 22mm 
 

+ Shadowgap 
 
Wardrobe wirg 2 sliding mirror doors 
+ Black metal structure, workshop look 
 
 

 

Belleville performs the industrial style in the 
night universe. A complete bedroom with 
industrial textures thanks to its relief Burned 
Pine funish, its LED lighting and its black 
laquered handles. 

BELLEVILLE 
+ The 1st night program with 
anindustrial style  
 
+ « Workshop bedroom » 
 
+ Storage with workshop mirror 
doors 
 
+ Headboard H94 cm 
 
+ Wall shelving unit with LED 
lighting in a vintage style 

Burned Pine Black Stipple 



h 

BELLEVILLE (3330)  

L141 : L152 x H94 x P193 cm L261 : L172 x H94 x P203 cm 

140 x 190 cm 160 x 200 cm 

TIRO : L126 x H19 x P63 cm  
(pour L140-L260) 

CH1T : L48 x H44 x P33 cm  

CHIF : L49 x H107 x P45 cm  CO6T : L135 x H86 x P45 cm  RA2P : L150 x H203 x P63 cm  

ETAG* : L48 x H21 x P20 cm  

Ref: arrêt 

* : stock > 3 mois 



  LIVING ROOM
PRODUCT BOOKLET
01/03/2019

FEEL, a dining-room is composed of essential 
furnitures at good price ! With this trendy mixed 
colours,these furnitures give a contemporary 
design to your inside! 
 

Brooklyn Oak 

FEEL 

Dark Grey 

+ Essential funriture at good price !  
 
+ A contemporary design
 
+ The mixed colours 
 
+ A short range of furniture which 
can be sold separetly to respond 
the actual market trend !  
 



 
A contemporary design 
 
A valued design with the dark grey  
 
A modern dark grey handle 
 
A qaulity back in Isorel black 
 
 
A 160cm table with dark grey belt 
 
 
A cupboard with drop-leaf system 
 

FEEL (0328) 

BAHU : L90 x H150 x P40 cm BATV : L150 x H43 x P40 cm 
 

Structure with particle board 
 

Thickness 22mm et 15mm 
 

Isorel black 
 

E3PT : L182 x H82 x P40 cm 
 

TARE : L160 x H76 x P88 cm 

FEEL, a dining-room is composed of essential 
furnitures at good price ! With this trendy mixed 
colours,these furnitures give a contemporary 
design to your inside! 
 

Brooklyn Oak 

FEEL 

Dark Grey 

+ Essential funriture at good price !  
 
+ A contemporary design
 
+ The mixed colours 
 
+ A short range of furniture which 
can be sold separetly to respond 
the actual market trend !  
 



FUMAY 
A choice of 4 tables 
 
A cupboard 3 doors, 1 drawer 
 
A high cupboard with 3 doors 
 
A display cabinet 
 
A bookshelf with 8 compartments 
 
A console panel thickness. 22mm with 
drawer L95 x P28cm 
 
Coffee table panel thickness. 28mm with 
interior panel to optimize storage 
 
TV unit panel thickness. 22mm with door, 
drawer and storage compartment 
 
A TV wall unit with open and closed spaces 
+ For a TV up to 55 inches 
+ Panel thickness. 22m 
 
 
 
Particle board structure thickness. 28mm, 22mm, 
15mm 
 

Drawer on roller runner (E3PT, CONS) or ball 
bearings (BATV) 
 

White drawer interior 
 

Modern furniture with  an look and a Green 
Loft style. A large range that offers a large 
choice to customers thanks to its 12 
references. 

Rough Oak 

FUMAY 
+ A large offer of 12 furniture items 
for all the living room 
 
+ A trendy Green Loft style 
 
+ A two-tone finish rough 
oak/concrete & thicknesses for an 
opulent look 
 
+ A performant quality price/ratio 

& concrete 



FUMAY 
A choice of 4 tables 
 
A cupboard 3 doors, 1 drawer 
 
A high cupboard with 3 doors 
 
A display cabinet 
 
A bookshelf with 8 compartments 
 
A console panel thickness. 22mm with 
drawer L95 x P28cm 
 
Coffee table panel thickness. 28mm with 
interior panel to optimize storage 
 
TV unit panel thickness. 22mm with door, 
drawer and storage compartment 
 
A TV wall unit with open and closed spaces 
+ For a TV up to 55 inches 
+ Panel thickness. 22m 
 
 
 
Particle board structure thickness. 28mm, 22mm, 
15mm 
 

Drawer on roller runner (E3PT, CONS) or ball 
bearings (BATV) 
 

White drawer interior 
 

FUMAY 

9432BATV : L.138 - H.41 - P.40 cm 

9432TABA : L.105 - H.37 - P.73 cm 9432CONS : L.105 - H.78 - P.33 cm 

9432PATV : L.166 - H.138 - P.41 cm 

0332SEPA : L.129 - H.176 - P.36 cm 0332VITR : L.65 - H.153 - P.40 cm 

0332BAHU : L.110 - H.130 - P.40 cm 0332E3PT : L.180 - H.84 - P.46 cm 

0332TARE 

L.160 - H.75 - P.88 cm 

0332TAHT 

L.67 - H.97 - P.67 cm 

0332TAR1 

L.100 - H.75 - P.100 cm 

0332TA18 

L.180/270 - H.75 - P.88 cm 



A rectangle table L160cm  
- Top Thickness 22mm  in sonoma oak 
 
 
 
A round table diamètre 100cm 
- Thickness of base, top and foot 22mm 
 
 
One set of 3 doors, 1 drawer  
- Top Thickness 15mm  in sonoma oak 
- Sides L80cm 
- Tablet interior L114cm 
- Drawer height 11cm on roller runner 
 
 

DEMON (0333) 

E3PT : L180 x H84 x P46 cm TARE : L160 x H75 x P88 cm TARO : L100 x H75 x P100 cm 

Particleboard structure 

Thicknesses 22mm, 15mm 

Drawer on roller slides (E3PT) 

Sonoma 2 Oak (3D) 

DEMON 

Petterson Pine  (3D) 

A short range inspired by the Best FUMAY 
offer declined in a Petterson pine / Sonoma 2. 
A rich colorful accord with charm spirit ! 

+ A small offer of 3 furniture items 
for the dining room 
 
+ A performant quality price/ratio 
 
+ A two-tone finish sonoma oak 
/petterson pine for a charm spirit 
 
+ 3D finishing with added value 

Tiago, a bestseller living room format in our 
range which brings a wide layout variety !  A 
trendy Brazil walnut/Mastic bi-tone which will 
emphasize the room ! 
 

Brazil Walnut 

TIAGO 
+ A very complete living room and 
an attractive pricing 
 
 
+ A trendy and attractive 
(valorisant) Brazil walnut/Mastic 
bi-tone 
 
 
+ A bestseller living room format 
! 
 
 
 

Mastic 



A rectangle table L160cm  
- Top Thickness 22mm  in sonoma oak 
 
 
 
A round table diamètre 100cm 
- Thickness of base, top and foot 22mm 
 
 
One set of 3 doors, 1 drawer  
- Top Thickness 15mm  in sonoma oak 
- Sides L80cm 
- Tablet interior L114cm 
- Drawer height 11cm on roller runner 
 
 

DEMON (0333) 

E3PT : L180 x H84 x P46 cm TARE : L160 x H75 x P88 cm TARO : L100 x H75 x P100 cm 

Particleboard structure 

Thicknesses 22mm, 15mm 

Drawer on roller slides (E3PT) 

A living room with contemporary lines 
 
 
A rewarding design with coated medium doors 
 
 
An universal design with pure and handleless 
lines 
 
 
Small furniture items easy-to match 
 
 

TIAGO (0316) 

Structure with particle board 
 

Thickness board 22mm and 15mm 
 

Roller sliding rails (ENFI) 
 

Insides : city grey 
 

TARE : L160 x H79 x P88 cm ALLO : L88 x H6 x P44cm (x 1) ENFI : L180 x H84 x P45 cm 

BATV : L152 x H41 x P40 cm TABA : L108 x H41 x P58 cm 

Tiago, a bestseller living room format in our 
range which brings a wide layout variety !  A 
trendy Brazil walnut/Mastic bi-tone which will 
emphasize the room ! 
 

Brazil Walnut 

TIAGO 
+ A very complete living room and 
an attractive pricing 
 
 
+ A trendy and attractive 
(valorisant) Brazil walnut/Mastic 
bi-tone 
 
 
+ A bestseller living room format 
! 
 
 
 

Mastic 



WENDY (0191) 

TARE : L160 x H77 x P90 cm 

CHAI : L43 x H90 x P50 cm 
ENFI : L185 x H86 x P46 cm 

BATV : L136 x H42 x P40 cm 

Uprights in mouldings 
 
 
Hand grip shape cut 
 
 
Table shaped Top in 22mm 
 

Particle board  
Panel Thickness : table : 22mm / others : 15mm 
Rollers sliding rails 
Drawer inside : city grey 

Dakota Oak 

WENDY 
+ Living-room with a small price 
 
 
+ A contemporary design with a 
very original cut 
 
 

Wendy, a wood finish living-room with hand 
grips. A contemporary & natural style for 
every inside  

Travis, a rich decor on a sober design, with a 
two-tone finish in grey very trendy. Wide studs 
provide a plush look to the product for a small 
budget

Dark Grey

TRAVIS
+ Differentiated design : industrial 
structure

+ Table very decoration that can 
accommodate up to 8 people

+ Two-tone finish Loft grey –
Dark grey 

+ Reassuring program with wide 
sides

Loft Grey



WENDY (0191) 

TARE : L160 x H77 x P90 cm 

CHAI : L43 x H90 x P50 cm 
ENFI : L185 x H86 x P46 cm 

BATV : L136 x H42 x P40 cm 

Uprights in mouldings 
 
 
Hand grip shape cut 
 
 
Table shaped Top in 22mm 
 

Particle board  
Panel Thickness : table : 22mm / others : 15mm 
Rollers sliding rails 
Drawer inside : city grey 

A design living room including : 

+ Metal handles
+ Imitation bolts on the table

Table L224 cm for 8 people with sled-base

Sideboard 4 doors all separated by  2 
interior spokes in 22mm

Display cabinet ½ open / ½ closed

+ Reversible mounting
+ 2 glass shelves
+ 1 sliding door for space saving
+ 1 superior drawer H11cm et 2 lower 
H14cm 
+ Background in Dark Grey

Coffee table with bottom shelf

Bench TV

+ 1 niche storage/decoration
+ 2 sides doors

TRAVIS (0197)

TABL : L224 x H78 x P90cm

Particle board
Panel thickness 22mm and 15mm
Interior drawers white

E4P1 : L220 x H89 x P50cm ARG : L217 x H57 x P40cm

TABA : L86 x H32 x P86cm BATV : L150 x H43 x P40cm

Travis, a rich decor on a sober design, with a 
two-tone finish in grey very trendy. Wide studs 
provide a plush look to the product for a small 
budget

Dark Grey

TRAVIS
+ Differentiated design : industrial 
structure

+ Table very decoration that can 
accommodate up to 8 people

+ Two-tone finish Loft grey –
Dark grey 

+ Reassuring program with wide 
sides

Loft Grey



MAXWELL

Particle board structure 

Panel 15 mm thick, top 38mm

Air stop sliding rails, ball-bearing sliding rails

Delightful living room furniture that include
+ Uprights, 58 mm long, 35 mm thick 
+ Stylish black handles with copper edging

6-person table with workshop type legs length 
184 cm (medium coated) or high table H91cm 
with small side storage and 2 hooks
(top: melamine-coated, surface-mounted, 
lightweight cellular board coated with lightweight 
concrete paper)

4 door/1 drawer cupboard
+ 1 central drawer, 12 cm high
+ 2 large internal storage spaces length 84 cm
(top: coated particleboard paper with clear 
concrete decor)

Sliding-door display cabinet lined  folding
+ Panel doors and tempered glass with black 
metal profiles and rails.  One shelve resists until 
50kg
+ 5 internal wide-width spaces length 120cm

Sideboard : 
+ 3 niches for decoration and 3 doors H57cm
+ 1 drawer H11 cm and depth 40cm
(top: paper-coated honeycomb panel with light 
concrete decoration)

TV bench :
+ 2 doors + 1 central niche P31cm
(top: lightweight honeycomb panel coated with 
lightweight concrete paper)

Coffee table : 
+ 1 top shelf
+ 1 lower shelf including 1 drawer P40cm 
(top: melamine-coated, surface-mounted, 
lightweight cellular board coated with lightweight 
concrete paper)

Adopt the industrial style with this living room 
furniture! Unpolished finishes reminiscent of a 
"factory" style for a trendy, different interior!

Oak Intra

MAXWELL
+ A unique industrial style
collection 

+ Creative furniture 

+ Rich finishes

+ A delightful collection with thick 
panelling, mouldings, quality sliding 
rails, stiffeners, etc. 

+ Shelf with vintage E27 4W LED 
bulb

Light Concrete



MAXWELL

Particle board structure 

Panel 15 mm thick, top 38mm

Air stop sliding rails, ball-bearing sliding rails

Delightful living room furniture that include
+ Uprights, 58 mm long, 35 mm thick 
+ Stylish black handles with copper edging

6-person table with workshop type legs length 
184 cm (medium coated) or high table H91cm 
with small side storage and 2 hooks
(top: melamine-coated, surface-mounted, 
lightweight cellular board coated with lightweight 
concrete paper)

4 door/1 drawer cupboard
+ 1 central drawer, 12 cm high
+ 2 large internal storage spaces length 84 cm
(top: coated particleboard paper with clear 
concrete decor)

Sliding-door display cabinet lined  folding
+ Panel doors and tempered glass with black 
metal profiles and rails.  One shelve resists until 
50kg
+ 5 internal wide-width spaces length 120cm

Sideboard : 
+ 3 niches for decoration and 3 doors H57cm
+ 1 drawer H11 cm and depth 40cm
(top: paper-coated honeycomb panel with light 
concrete decoration)

TV bench :
+ 2 doors + 1 central niche P31cm
(top: lightweight honeycomb panel coated with 
lightweight concrete paper)

Coffee table : 
+ 1 top shelf
+ 1 lower shelf including 1 drawer P40cm 
(top: melamine-coated, surface-mounted, 
lightweight cellular board coated with lightweight 
concrete paper)

MAXWELL (0338)

TARE : L184 x H77 x P100cm

E4PT : L181 x H84 x P50cm VITR : L127 x H203 x P46cm

BATV : L150 x H46 x P39cm TABA : L110 x H40 x P67cm

BAHU : L110 x H148 x P50cm

ETAG : L100 x H31 x P19cm

BANC : L138 x H45 x P32cm TAHT : L120 x H91 x P79cm TABO : L33 x H61 x P33cm



Delightful living room furniture that include
+ Uprights, 58 mm long, 35 mm thick 
+ Stylish black handles

6-person table with workshop type legs
length 184 cm (top: coated honeycomb panel 
with Sonoma decor paper)

4 door/1 drawer cupboard
+ 1 central drawer, 12 cm high
+ 2 large internal storage spaces length 84 cm
(top: coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

Sliding-door display cabinet lined  folding
+ Panel doors and tempered glass with black 
metal profiles and rails.  One shelve resists until 
50kg
+ 5 internal wide-width spaces length 120cm

TV bench :
+ 2 doors + 1 central niche P31cm
(top: coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

Coffee table : 
+ 1 top shelf
+ 1 lower shelf including 1 drawer P40cm(top: 
coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

MAXWELL NOIR

Particle board structure 
Panel 15 mm thick, top 38mm
Air stop sliding rails, ball-bearing sliding rails

Adopt the industrial style with this living room 
furniture! Unpolished finishes reminiscent of a 
"factory" style for a trendy, different interior!

Black

MAXWELL BLACK
+ A unique industrial style
collection 

+ Creative furniture 

+ Rich finishes

+ A delightful collection with thick 
panelling, mouldings, quality sliding 
rails, stiffeners, etc. 

Sonoma 2



Delightful living room furniture that include
+ Uprights, 58 mm long, 35 mm thick 
+ Stylish black handles

6-person table with workshop type legs
length 184 cm (top: coated honeycomb panel 
with Sonoma decor paper)

4 door/1 drawer cupboard
+ 1 central drawer, 12 cm high
+ 2 large internal storage spaces length 84 cm
(top: coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

Sliding-door display cabinet lined  folding
+ Panel doors and tempered glass with black 
metal profiles and rails.  One shelve resists until 
50kg
+ 5 internal wide-width spaces length 120cm

TV bench :
+ 2 doors + 1 central niche P31cm
(top: coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

Coffee table : 
+ 1 top shelf
+ 1 lower shelf including 1 drawer P40cm(top: 
coated particleboard paper panel Sonoma 
decoration)

MAXWELL NOIR

Particle board structure 
Panel 15 mm thick, top 38mm
Air stop sliding rails, ball-bearing sliding rails

MAXWELL BLACK (0337)

TARE : L184 x H77 x P100cm

E4PT : L181 x H84 x P50cm VITR : L127 x H203 x P46cm

BATV : L150 x H46 x P39cm TABA : L110 x H40 x P67cm

BANC : L138 x H45 x P32cm



MALONE
Robust structure : 
- ABS edges 2mm
- Legs & uprights in MDF
- Table legs: 80 x 100cm

Authentic and modern spirit : 
- Lighting and a long glass shelf included to 
the cabinet 

Extra storage spaces : 
- Coffee table with sliding panel (left and 
right)
- 2 storage spaces with cable passage 
under the table

Particle board structure
Panel thick edges: 38mm, 22mm & 15mm
Drawers on rollers sliding rails and stop-system 
included
Linen inside

Metallic handles

Portofino Oak

MALONE

Dark Concrete

+ Smart furniture with silver cabinet 
with lighting, sliding coffee table…

+ Choice of 3 tables, 2 slideboards, 
2 tv units….

+ A very affluent living room with
quality finishings (edges, sections, 
soft-closing system.…)

+ A best living-room !

A contemporary and well designed living-
room with thick panels. An association of 
Grey and Concrete finishes for a trendy
effect. 



MALONE
Robust structure : 
- ABS edges 2mm
- Legs & uprights in MDF
- Table legs: 80 x 100cm

Authentic and modern spirit : 
- Lighting and a long glass shelf included to 
the cabinet 

Extra storage spaces : 
- Coffee table with sliding panel (left and 
right)
- 2 storage spaces with cable passage 
under the table

Particle board structure
Panel thick edges: 38mm, 22mm & 15mm
Drawers on rollers sliding rails and stop-system 
included
Linen inside

Metallic handles

MALONE (0614)

MIRO : L198 x H62 x P3 cm E3PT : L200 x H87 x P55 cm E4PT : L230 x H87 x P55 cm

BAHU : L140 x H161 x P41 cmBAH2 : L101 x H156 x P41 cm

TAB2 : L111 x H40 x P65 cm

BATV : L135 x H48 x P47 cm

BAT2 : L183 x H48 x P47 cm TABA : L116 x H41 x P66 cm
Sliding top

CHAI : L47 x H109 x P53cm

TACA : L135 x H78 x P132 cm TA18 : L180 x H78 x P90 cm

TA22 : L220 x H78 x P90 cm ALLO : L90 x H4 x P39cm (x 1)
(For TA18 – TA22)



A large range of living furniture with a 
solid effect, designed in Nature -

 

Urban 
Roots style.

Catania Oak finish with an oiled wood 
effect, enhanced by dark grey touches

An opulent

 

and differentiated

 

look: 
+ Lightweight board 58 mm, ABS thick edge 
(1,5mm-thick)
+ Thick edge with a standing wood effect 
+ Different

 

design

Tables: 2 sizes
+ L200 cm for 8 people
+ L160 cm for 4-6 people
+ Differentiated legs

Sideboard  : 2 sizes
+ L184 cm
+ L230 cm

+ Coffee table
+ Contemporary TV stand
+ Small side table
+ Sideboard 2 doors 1 drawer 2 niches with 
shelf 
+ Console

LOOD

Particle boards
Panel thicknesses 15mm, 58mmThanks

 

to its

 

naturel and wooden-structure

 

 
fnish, and with

 

its

 

thick

 

boards, Lood

 

is

 

designed

 

to make

 

a solid

 

effect

 

and to

 

 
democratize

 

the trendy

 

Nature –

 

Urban

 

Roots

 

– Travel style.

LOOD
+ Nature -

 

Urban

 

Roots

 

-

 

Travel

 

style: trendy

+  Very

 

thick

 

boards

+

 

Living room furniture

 

with

 

a solid

 

wood

 

look

+ Wooden-structure finish,

 

oiled

 

wood

 

effect

Catania

 

Oak Dark

 

Grey



A large range of living furniture with a 
solid effect, designed in Nature -

 

Urban 
Roots style.

Catania Oak finish with an oiled wood 
effect, enhanced by dark grey touches

An opulent

 

and differentiated

 

look: 
+ Lightweight board 58 mm, ABS thick edge 
(1,5mm-thick)
+ Thick edge with a standing wood effect 
+ Different

 

design

Tables: 2 sizes
+ L200 cm for 8 people
+ L160 cm for 4-6 people
+ Differentiated legs

Sideboard  : 2 sizes
+ L184 cm
+ L230 cm

+ Coffee table
+ Contemporary TV stand
+ Small side table
+ Sideboard 2 doors 1 drawer 2 niches with 
shelf 
+ Console

LOOD

Particle boards
Panel thicknesses 15mm, 58mm

LOOD (0395)

L160 x H78 x P92 cm
TA16-ECR

L200 x H78 x P92 cm
TA20-ECR

L92 x H37 x P92 cm
TABA-ECR*

L40 x H40 x P40 cm
BOCA-ECR*

L110 x H144 x P50 cm
BAHU-ECR*

L150 x H56 x P40 cm
BATV-ECR

L110 x H76 x P33 cm
CONS-ECR

L152 x H46 x P33 cm
BANC-ECR

L184 x H90 x P50 cm
EN3P-ECR

L230 x H90 x P50 cm
E3PT-ECR*

Ref: arrêt

* : stock > 3 mois



Vanille is the subtle combination of the 
softness and the charm of the Sweet 
Cottage style, and the rough look of the 
industrial trend… 
 
 
A rich and soft finish with a sanded wood 
effect, enhanced by black touches 
 
Quality handles : 
+ Modern black handles  
+ Button handles, old bronze effect 
 
An opulent look :  
+ Mouldings, framed drawers and doors  
+ Linen backboards 
 
A qualitative range :  
+ Soft closing doors 
+ Air Stop sliding rails 
+ Tempered glass 
+ Black metal profiles for an indus’ effect 
 
Choice between 2 tables, 2 cupboard, 2 TV unit 
+ Table with differentiated workshop legs : 
trestle look,  MDF 22 and 28mm 
+ Round table with extensions included 
 
+ Cupboard L180cm ou 200cm 
 
+ Classical TV Unit L138cm or with sliding 
doors L158cm 

VANILLE 

Particle boards 
 

Panel thicknesses:15mm, 22mm, 48mm 
 

Soft closing doors / air-stop sliding rails 

This dynamic French Country  range revisits 
the charm style with Green Loft touches. Ideal 
for a young traditional target.  
With itts trendy and modern design, Vanille will 
easily match with your romantic, nature or 
industrial decoration. 
 
 Jackson Oak 

VANILLE 
+ The marriage of two trends: 
French Country and Factory style 
 
 
+ Large thicknesses for an opulent 
and rich look 
 
 
+ A soft and warm wood finis 
 
 
+ A high perceived value 



Vanille is the subtle combination of the 
softness and the charm of the Sweet 
Cottage style, and the rough look of the 
industrial trend… 
 
 
A rich and soft finish with a sanded wood 
effect, enhanced by black touches 
 
Quality handles : 
+ Modern black handles  
+ Button handles, old bronze effect 
 
An opulent look :  
+ Mouldings, framed drawers and doors  
+ Linen backboards 
 
A qualitative range :  
+ Soft closing doors 
+ Air Stop sliding rails 
+ Tempered glass 
+ Black metal profiles for an indus’ effect 
 
Choice between 2 tables, 2 cupboard, 2 TV unit 
+ Table with differentiated workshop legs : 
trestle look,  MDF 22 and 28mm 
+ Round table with extensions included 
 
+ Cupboard L180cm ou 200cm 
 
+ Classical TV Unit L138cm or with sliding 
doors L158cm 

VANILLE 

Particle boards 
 

Panel thicknesses:15mm, 22mm, 48mm 
 

Soft closing doors / air-stop sliding rails 

VANILLE (0327) 

L184 x H78 x P100 cm 
TARE 

L120/156 x H77 x P120 cm 
TARO 

L182 x H45 x P32 cm 
BANC 

L180 x H95 x P50 cm 
E4PT 

L200 x H95 x P50 cm 
ENFI 

L108 x H201 x P500 cm 
VAIS 

L158 x H54 x P40 cm 
BAT1 

L100 x H40 x P67 cm 
TABA 

L138 x H54 x P40 cm 
BAT2 



  SMALL ITEMS
PRODUCT BOOKLET
01/03/2019

Combo is a short range of small items for the 
living room designed in an trendy industrial 
style. Combo is ideal to be mixed and matched 
with Travis items and many other furniture 
items.  

Dark grey 

COMBO (dispo S08) 

+ Differentiated design : industrial 
structure  
 
 
+  Ideal for mixing and matching 
 
 
+ Sober two-tone finish 

Light concrete 



Combo is a short range of small items for the 
living room designed in an trendy industrial 
style. Combo is ideal to be mixed and matched 
with Travis items and many other furniture 
items.  

Dark grey 

COMBO (dispo S08) 

+ Differentiated design : industrial 
structure  
 
 
+  Ideal for mixing and matching 
 
 
+ Sober two-tone finish 

Light concrete 

A short range of small items in an 
industrial style  
+ Sled legs  in  covered MDF 
+ Visible black screws  
+ Tops: lightweight board  58mm 
 
 
Coffee table 
+ Bottom shelf: storage space easy to access 
 
 
TV stand 
+ Open storage space (no doors)  
+ 2 niches, one of which features a shelf 
+ No backboard: reversible use  
+ Cable guide 
 
 
Console table 
+ Designed to be also used as an occasional 
« desk »: height 6cm, depth 44cm 

COMBO 

9012TABA-ECR : L110 x H41 x 
P71cm 

9011BATV-ECR: L138 x H41 x 
P44cm 

9010CONS-ECR : L110 x H76 x 
P44cm 

Particle boards 
 
 

Panel thickness 15mm , 19mm and 58mm 
 

 

Covered MDF, melamine, tops with ABS thick 
edge (1,5mm thick) 



A multimedia cabinet that accepts the largest 
TVs on the market for a small budget! 

UP 
+ Elegant and sophisticated 
design 
 
 
+ Many storage spaces with 
quality finishes 
 
 
+ A two-tone easily associable 
with other furniture in the house 

Raw oak White 

UP (9831) 

 

 

 

 

+ Several storage niches for media 
devices 
(sound bar, hard disk, console, box...) 
 
 + 4 small side shelves 
 
+ Three niches closed by doors (without 
shelves behind) 
 
+ Interior niche L120 x H92 cm accepting a 
TV screen up to 50 inches (L111cm x H62cm) 
 

PATV : L197 x H153 x P40 cm 

Particleboard structure  
Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm 

A range of trendy lounge tables with a glossy 
top offering a contemporary design.

QUADRI
+ 2 models to choose from

+ Glossy finish

+ Robust table, 22mm thick top 
plate

+ A contemporary square format

+ Convenient thanks to two 
storage trays

Glossy black Glossy white



UP (9831) 

 

 

 

 

+ Several storage niches for media 
devices 
(sound bar, hard disk, console, box...) 
 
 + 4 small side shelves 
 
+ Three niches closed by doors (without 
shelves behind) 
 
+ Interior niche L120 x H92 cm accepting a 
TV screen up to 50 inches (L111cm x H62cm) 
 

PATV : L197 x H153 x P40 cm 

Particleboard structure  
Panel thicknesses 22mm and 15mm 

QUADRI (9439-9459)

+ A version combining matt black and 
glossy black for a sober and elegant look
(upper tray black glossy).

+ A version in white and bright white to
illuminate the room (top tray in bright white).

+ A range offering large storage areas with 
its double tray.

+ L-shaped feet for good stability and 
increased storage space.

9439TABA : L89 x H31 x P89 cm (blanc)

9459TABA : L89 x H31 x P89 cm (noir) 

Particleboard panels, thicknesses 22mm (top 
plate), 15mm (feet)

A range of trendy lounge tables with a glossy 
top offering a contemporary design.

QUADRI
+ 2 models to choose from

+ Glossy finish

+ Robust table, 22mm thick top 
plate

+ A contemporary square format

+ Convenient thanks to two 
storage trays

Glossy black Glossy white



ALFA 

TARE : L120 x H76 x P67 cm 
 
White / Jackson : 0401TARE 
Light concrete / White : 0402TARE 
Jackson / Black : 0403TARE 

 
+ A 120cm format table ideal for independent 
kitchens or studios ! 
 
 
+ For 2 or 3 persons 
 
 
+ A table top in melamine for moisture 
resistance 
 
 
+ 3 trendy color 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure in particle board 
 
Panel thicknesses up to 22mm 

ALFA 

Jackson oak 

Light concrete 
melamine 

White Black 

3 tables in 120cm for small kitchens or 
studios ! Tables top sin melamine and its 
colorful chords seduce consumers ! 

Jackson Oak 
melamine 

White 
melamine 

 
+ A 120cm format table ideal for 
independent kitchens or studios ! 
 
 
+ A table top for moisture resistance 
 
 
+ 3 trendy colors 

With its oval shape, Tessa will bring a 
contemporary and trendy touch to your dinning 
room. This table feautures a modern and 
contemporary style thanks to its thick oval-
shaped top and its different legs.  

TESSA 
+ Modern and contemporary style 
 
+  Oval table with  a lightweight 
board top 
 
+ Differentiated base made of 
thick boards 
 
+ Two-tone finish Jackson Oak and 
White: sober and elegant 
 
+ Adapts easily to any interior 
decoration 

Jackson Oak and White 



ALFA 

TARE : L120 x H76 x P67 cm 
 
White / Jackson : 0401TARE 
Light concrete / White : 0402TARE 
Jackson / Black : 0403TARE 

 
+ A 120cm format table ideal for independent 
kitchens or studios ! 
 
 
+ For 2 or 3 persons 
 
 
+ A table top in melamine for moisture 
resistance 
 
 
+ 3 trendy color 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Structure in particle board 
 
Panel thicknesses up to 22mm 

A modern, elegant and different oval table : 
+ Easy to mix and match with any decoration 
 
Sober and chic two-tone finish :  
+ Jackson Oak decor: rich and soft with a 
sanded oak 
 
Table for 6 people (L.184 cm) :  
+ Comfortable end table 
+ Large space for each guest 
+ More convivial 
 
Oval top :  
+ White melamine 
+ A trendy shape  
+ Shaped Lighweight board 38mm: opulent 
look 
 
Differentiated base : 
+ Enhanced by its sanded-wood finish 

TESSA (0511) 

Particle boards 
 

Panel thicknesses: 22mm, 35mm, top 38mm 
  

TAOV : L184 x H77 x P100 cm 

With its oval shape, Tessa will bring a 
contemporary and trendy touch to your dinning 
room. This table feautures a modern and 
contemporary style thanks to its thick oval-
shaped top and its different legs.  

TESSA 
+ Modern and contemporary style 
 
+  Oval table with  a lightweight 
board top 
 
+ Differentiated base made of 
thick boards 
 
+ Two-tone finish Jackson Oak and 
White: sober and elegant 
 
+ Adapts easily to any interior 
decoration 

Jackson Oak and White 



 
A  cupboard 3 doors with 2 drawers: 
 
+ A handle with a neutral look to perfect any 
interior 
 
+ 2 drawers H11cm 
 
+ 1 lower door  
 
+ 2 left and right doors 35cm deep separated 
by rays 
 
 
Handles, drawers and bottom in grey colour  

AXEL (5885,5886,5887) 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 15mm 
 
Ball bearing slides 
 
City grey interior 

(5885 : Brooklyn Oak, 5886 : White, 5887 : Silver Walnut) 

E3PT : L120 x H82 x P40 cm 

Low-cost cupboards available in 3 decors. 
Elegant and very practical, the Axel 
cupboard have a large storage volume for 
a small footprint. 

Brooklyn Oak 

AXEL 
+ 3 decors to choose from  
 
 
+ Cupboard at a low price 
 
 
+ A neutral look that suits all 
interiors 

White Silver Walnut 

A sideboard with 2 finishing, length 160 cm, 
with a contamporary design which will fit with 
all interior. 
 

ELEMENT 

Brooklyn Oak 

+ A sideboard at a low price ! 
 
 
+ Choice of two finishing  
 
 
+ A neutral design which fit with 
every interior. 
 

Black 



 
A  cupboard 3 doors with 2 drawers: 
 
+ A handle with a neutral look to perfect any 
interior 
 
+ 2 drawers H11cm 
 
+ 1 lower door  
 
+ 2 left and right doors 35cm deep separated 
by rays 
 
 
Handles, drawers and bottom in grey colour  

AXEL (5885,5886,5887) 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 15mm 
 
Ball bearing slides 
 
City grey interior 

(5885 : Brooklyn Oak, 5886 : White, 5887 : Silver Walnut) 

E3PT : L120 x H82 x P40 cm 

 
A sideboard with 4 doors and 2 shelves 
 
 
A sideboard on 5 feet  
 
 
Contamporary handles with an aluminium 
finishing 
 

Structure in particules board 15 mm 
 

EN4P : L160 x H79 x P40 cm 

ELEMENT (0115, 0117) 

EN4P : L160 x H79 x P40 cm 

(0115 : Brooklyn oak, 0117 : Black stipple) 
A sideboard with 2 finishing, length 160 cm, 
with a contamporary design which will fit with 
all interior. 
 

ELEMENT 

Brooklyn Oak 

+ A sideboard at a low price ! 
 
 
+ Choice of two finishing  
 
 
+ A neutral design which fit with 
every interior. 
 

Black 



SOPHIA

Particleboard structure

Panel thicknesses 18mm

Choice of 2 doors !

+ Full doors
+ Bright white doors

Isorel bottom in linen with woven effect

A range of bookcases D28cm declined in 3 
decors and customizable with 2 types of doors! 

SOPHIA
+ 4 different pieces of furniture for 
personalized compositions

+ 3 decors and 2 types of doors

+ Linen base for a more qualitative 
finish

Dakota OakWhite Silver Walnut



SOPHIA

Particleboard structure

Panel thicknesses 18mm

Choice of 2 doors !

+ Full doors
+ Bright white doors

Isorel bottom in linen with woven effect

SOPHIA 

Walnut silv. 

Dak Oak. 

White 

Walnut silv. 

Dak Oak. 

White 

8427POR2 : L75 x H91 x P1.5cm

(bright white door)

8405PORP : L75 x H91 x P1.5cm

8415PORP : L75 x H91 x P1.5cm

8425PORP : L75 x H91 x P1.5cm

8400COLO : L41x H198 x P28cm

8410COLO : L41x H198 x P28cm

8420COLO : L41x H198 x P28cm

8401BIBL : L79 x H198 x P28cm

8411BIBL : L79 x H198 x P28cm

8421BIBL : L79 x H198 x P28cm

8402BIBU : L41 x H104 x P28cm

8412BIBU : L41 x H104 x P28cm

8422BIBU : L41 x H104 x P28cm

8403BIBU : L79 x H104 x P28cm

8413BIBU : L79 x H104 x P28cm

8423BIBU : L79 x H104 x P28cm

Walnut silv. 

Dak Oak. 

White 



HAVEN
Library range : 

+ Adjustable shelves
+ Sides and shelves in 18mm
+ Linen background

Particleboard structure

Thickness 18mm

Functional furniture with a refined and 
contemporary design that can be integrated 
independently into any interior.

+ A timeless and refined look that 
integrates into all decorations

+ Furniture that can be easily 
separated 

+ 3 colors available

HAVEN

Sonoma OakWhite Intra Oak



HAVEN
Library range : 

+ Adjustable shelves
+ Sides and shelves in 18mm
+ Linen background

Particleboard structure

Thickness 18mm

(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Sonoma, 3 - Chêne Intra) HAVEN

L41 x H104 x P28
1 – 8422BIBU-ECR
2 – 8822BIBU-ECR
3 – 8922BIBU-ECR

L79 x H104 x P28
1 – 8423BIBU-ECR
2 – 8823BIBU-ECR
3 – 8923BIBU-ECR

L41 x H198 x P28
1 – 8420COLO-ECR
2 – 8820COLO-ECR
3 – 8920COLO-ECR

L79 x H198 x P28
1 – 8421BIBL-ECR
2 – 8821BIBL-ECR
3 – 8921BIBL-ECR



OSCAR (9908-9935) 

 

 

 

 

Glass display case : 
 
+ 4 tempered glass shelves 4mm thick 
+ 2 tempered glass doors, thickness 5mm 
+ 4 uprights 22mm thick coated with paper 
with coffee or white decorations 
+ 1 light spot with switch 
+ Bright chrome look button 
+ black base diameter 50mm 
+ Silver-plated glass bottom thickness 4mm 
 
Easy cleaning with a slightly damp cloth 
 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 15 and 22 mm 
 

9908VITR : L77 x H177 x P35 (coffee) 

9935VITR : L77 x H177 x P35 (white) 

Oscar, the perfect showcase to showcase your 
collections and to perfect your decoration. 

OSCAR 
+ An elegant and sophisticated 
display case 
 
+ A bright spotlight to highlight 
your most beautiful objects  
 
+ Glass rays that will let the light 
filter through 
 
+ A showcase with quality 
finishes 
 

Coffee White 

A range of filing cabinets and document 
storage designed to offer maximum storage 
space in its three large drawers. 

LUDIK 
+ A large storage volume for a 
minimum space requirement 
 
 
+ Drawers with metal rods to 
hang your files 
 
 
+ Secure upper drawer with key 
lock 

Dakota Oak White Silver Walnut 



OSCAR (9908-9935) 

 

 

 

 

Glass display case : 
 
+ 4 tempered glass shelves 4mm thick 
+ 2 tempered glass doors, thickness 5mm 
+ 4 uprights 22mm thick coated with paper 
with coffee or white decorations 
+ 1 light spot with switch 
+ Bright chrome look button 
+ black base diameter 50mm 
+ Silver-plated glass bottom thickness 4mm 
 
Easy cleaning with a slightly damp cloth 
 

Particleboard structure  
 
Panel thicknesses 15 and 22 mm 
 

9908VITR : L77 x H177 x P35 (coffee) 

9935VITR : L77 x H177 x P35 (white) 

LUDIK 

 

 

 

 

Particleboard structure 
Panel thicknesses 15mm 
Drawer on roller slides 

Secure storage : 
 
+ Top drawer with lockable opening system to 
secure your most important documents 
 
Large storage capacity : 
 
+ 3 large compartments and metal rods to hang 
your files 

9843CLA : L44 x H106 x P40 cm (White) 

9846CLA : L44 x H106 x P40 cm (Dakota Oak) 

9845CLA : L44 x H106 x P40 cm (Silver Walnut) 

Available in 3 finishes and perfectly 
adaptable to the SOFIA storage range.  

A range of filing cabinets and document 
storage designed to offer maximum storage 
space in its three large drawers. 

LUDIK 
+ A large storage volume for a 
minimum space requirement 
 
 
+ Drawers with metal rods to 
hang your files 
 
 
+ Secure upper drawer with key 
lock 

Dakota Oak White Silver Walnut 
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Galaxy: THE most complete range of furniture
for every room in the home! A range that
customers will love, with added functions to 
make it even more practical and a new, fresher
look.
A plus point for distributors is that it offers a 
harmonious standard range with 3 international 
finishes.

Brooklyn Oak

GALAXY

White

+ The biggest range on the 
market ! 20 items to suit every
room in the home

+ An enhanced offer with new 
functions

+ A fresh new look: new handles
and feet

+ High-quality finishing touches:
thick edging, grooved bottoms etc.

+ A standard, harmonious offer
easy to present

Roman Walnut

A full range:
+ A complete offer to meet the needs of every
room in the home (20 items)
+ Functional furniture

A new look and high-quality finishing
touches:
+ Contemporary styling with modern handles
and feet
+ 1 mm ABS edging
+ Soft edges
+ City Grey interior
+ Grooved bottoms

An easy-to-understand offer:
+ An easily presented range with consistent 
sizing and finishing touches
+ An offer designed for every geographical
area (3 finishes)

GALAXY

Particulate board carcass
15 mm board thickness

City Grey
Ball runners



GALAXYGALAXY(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman)

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5362RAPT
2 - 5462RAPT
3 - 5562RAPT

L90 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5363A2PM 
2 - 5463A2PM 
3 - 5563A2PM

L146 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5366A6PT
2 - 5466A6PT
3 - 5566A6PT

L153 x H203 x P57 cm
1 - 5368RA16
2 - 5468RA16
3 - 5568RA16

L166 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5365A4PM 
2 - 5465A4PM
3 - 5565A4PM

L140 x H203 x P55 cm
1 - 5364A3PM 
2 - 5464A3PM
3 - 5564A3PM

L198 x H241 x P55 cm
1 - 5367A8PM
2 - 5467A8PM 
3 - 5567A8PM

L134 x H78 x P29 cm
1 - 5347MCH4-ECR

L68 x H183 x P29 cm
1 - 5348MCH5-ECR

L166 x H90 x P205 cm (160x200cm)
1 - 1350L260
2 - 1450L260 
3 - 1550L260 

L146 x H90 x P205 cm
(140x190cm / 140x200cm)
1 - 1350L240 
2 - 1450L240 
3 - 1550L240 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5350CH1T
2 - 5450CH1T 
3 - 5550CH1T 

L40 x H40 x P33 cm
1 - 5351CH2T
2 - 5451CH2T 
3 - 5551CH2T

L40 x H58 x P33 cm
1 - 5352CH3T
2 - 5452CH3T 
3 - 5552CH3T 

L77 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5353CO3T 
2 - 5453CO3T 
3 - 5553CO3T

L77 x H106 x P40 cm
1 - 5354CO4T
2 - 5454CO4T 
3 - 5554CO4T

L40 x H92 x P33 cm
1 - 5358CHIF
2 - 5458CHIF 
3 - 5558CHIF

L153 x H81 x P40 cm
1 - 5355CO6T
2 - 5455CO6T
3 - 5555CO6T

(1 - Blanc, 2 - Chêne Brooklyn, 3 - Noyer Roman) GALAXY

L120 x H74 x P203 cm 
(90x190cm /200cm)
1 - 1350L2TI 
2 - 1450L2TI 
3 - 1550L2TI 

L120 x H75 x P50 cm
1 – 5349BURE
2 – 5449BURE 
3 – 5549BURE



An economical range with a large storage 
capacity. 11 different structures in 3 decors to 
answer all the needs of organization,

DAILY

White

+ Optimized dimensions for a 
large storage capacity in an ideal 
volume

+ Storage with 2, 3 or 4 doors, 
with or without drawers, with or 
without mirror

+ Wardrobe height 185 cm with 
option on-furniture height 42 cm 
Optimum depth of 51 cm

Sonoma
Oak

Ventura 
Oak

DAILY
An economical and functional range: the 
configurations have been designed to bring 
the greatest storage capacity in the 
minimum volume. A shelf is always 
available at the top of the wardrobe.

+ 3 widths: 81 cm, 120 and 160 cm, to fit into 
any space. 
+ 3 versions: doors, doors + drawers or 
mirrored door + drawers making it easy to 
meet all storage needs 
+ 2 heights: possible addition of an over-
cabinet on the cabinets height 185 cm to reach 
a height of 227 cm.
+ 3 decorations that complement each other 
to better adapt to all interior styles,

Particleboard 15 mm thick, covered with 
decorative paper. Interiors white decor.
Assembly by screws + pins.
Doors mounted on self-closing metal hinges. 
Drawers mounted with ball slides. Handles plastic 
finish gray Alu

INTERIORS 'VIEW

WIDTH  81 cm WIDTH 120 cm WIDTH 160 cm

2 DOORS 2 DOORS
+ 2 DRAWERS

3 DOORS 2 DOORS
+ 2 DRAWERS

4 DOORS
+ 2 DRAWERS



L81 H42 P51 cm 
1 – 6500REH2
2 ‐ 6501REH2

3 ‐ xx

L120 H42 P51 cm 
1 – 6500REH3
2 ‐ 6501REH3

3 ‐ xx

L160 H42 P51 cm 
1 – 6500REH4
2 ‐ 6501REH4

3 ‐ xx L81 H42 P51 cm 
1 ‐ xx
2 ‐ xx
3 ‐ xx

L81 H42 P51 cm 
1 – 6500A2PT
2 – 6501A2PT
3 ‐ xx

L120 H185 P51 cm 
1 ‐ xx
2 ‐ xx
3 ‐ xx

L120 H185 P51 cm 
1 ‐ xx
2 ‐ xx
3 ‐ xx

L120 H185 P51 cm 
1 – 6500A3PT
2 – 6501A3PT
3 ‐ xx

L120 H185 P51 cm 
1 ‐ xx
2 ‐ xx
3 ‐ xx

L160 H185 P51 cm 
1 – 6500A4PT
2 – 6501A4PT
3 ‐ xx

L160 H185 P51 cm 
1 ‐ xx
2 ‐ xx
3 ‐ xx

1 ‐White / 2 – Sonoma Oak / 3 – Ventura Oak DAILY

L78 P40 cm
1 – 0038TABL

L40 P40 cm 
1 – 0039TABL

OPTION 2 SHELVES



Easy to assemble and transport : 
 

+ Parcels readily transportable < 30kg 
+ A fast, easy and vertical installation, perfect 
in small spaces !   
+ Weight :  - 17% than similar products 
+ Variety of hardware -20% et quantity of 
hardware -33% than similar products 
 

A reassuring and high-quality product :  
 

+ Slick front mouldings, steel side profiles 
laminated with the product’s finish foil 
+ Handle L70cm with deep hand wells  
+ Huge mirrors H174 on the whole doors 
+ Slow motion system is integrated 
+ 6 shelves and 2 wardobes 
 

A modular layout :  
 

Modular and many layout possibilities :  
+ Shelves : 8 positions 
+ An optionnal of 2 drawers 
+ Wardrobe : 2 positions 
+ Right-left symmetry  
+ Insides : city grey
 

CELEBRITY 

Structure with particle boards  
 

Thickness board 15, 12, 10mm 
 

City Grey 
 

Ball bearing sliding rails (CO2T) 
 

RC16 : L157 x H207 x P60cm  

(4085 : Blanc, 4585 : Chêne Brooklyn, 5085 : Noyer Roman) 

RC20 : L202 x H207 x P60cm RC18 : L182 x H207 x P60cm  

0022RA16* :  

L74 x H1,5 x P46 cm (x2) 

0023RA18* :  

L87 x H1,5 x P46 cm (x2)   

0024RA20* :  

L97 x H1,5 x P46 cm (x2)  

0026CO2T* : L49 x H44 
x P40 cm 

Ref: arrêt 

* : stock > 3 mois 

Celebrity, the innovating storage which 
combines service, quality and functions ! 
Services for a profesionnal installator, but 
also for the customer with a product easier 
and faster to transport and to assemble.  
Quality with a strengthened product with steel 
side profile and mouldings. Functions with 
multiple layout possibilities 
 

CELEBRITY 
+ Modular storage spaces and 
smart options 
 
+ A range of storage items slick 
and reassuring with long front 
mirrors 

 
+ 3 lengths and 3 finishes 
available in this range 
 
+ A fast, easy and vertical 
installation 

 Brooklyn 
 Oak White Roman Walnut 



A range of sliding storage units to compose, 
from structures in 3 widths and 3 decorations 
and 4 decorations of doors. Shelves, drawers 
and registers to add as an option.

MEMO

Blanc

+ Configurable range :
Structure / doors / shelves / drawers 
3 widths / 3 decors / mirror

+ Constructive system guaranteeing 
great stability. Sliding silent + shock 
absorber optional.

+ A timeless style easy to mix with 
other furniture

Chêne 
Sonoma

Chêne 
Ventura

MEMO
A configurable range offering to choose the 
size, the box decoration, the doors and the 
interior functions. Structure specifically 
designed to guarantee high stability

+ Structures: widths 120, 150 and 180 cm, to 
integrate into all spaces, 4 decors: White, 
Sonoma Oak, Oak Ventura. 2 hanging bar + 2 
fixed shelves provided 
+ Unit doors: 3 widths, 4 decorations : White, 
Sonoma oak, Ventura oak and mrioir.
+ Reversible decoration: the central panel of 
the door white decor is reversible decor oak 
Sonoma (visual below)
+ Shelves: in sets of 3 pieces, in 3 dimensions 
for each of the structures. + Drawer block: 
single dimension (L50cm) to integrate inside 
the structure.

Particleboard 15 mm thick, covered with 
decorative paper. Interiors white decor. 
Panel door 15 mm in 3 parts assembled by metal 
handle profile.
Sliding system on ball bearings, tested at 40,000 
cycles. 
Drawer block on ball slides

EXAMPLES OF CONFIGURATION



MEMO
A configurable range offering to choose the 
size, the box decoration, the doors and the 
interior functions. Structure specifically 
designed to guarantee high stability

+ Structures: widths 120, 150 and 180 cm, to 
integrate into all spaces, 4 decors: White, 
Sonoma Oak, Oak Ventura. 2 hanging bar + 2 
fixed shelves provided 
+ Unit doors: 3 widths, 4 decorations : White, 
Sonoma oak, Ventura oak and mrioir.
+ Reversible decoration: the central panel of 
the door white decor is reversible decor oak 
Sonoma (visual below)
+ Shelves: in sets of 3 pieces, in 3 dimensions 
for each of the structures. + Drawer block: 
single dimension (L50cm) to integrate inside 
the structure.

Particleboard 15 mm thick, covered with 
decorative paper. Interiors white decor. 
Panel door 15 mm in 3 parts assembled by metal 
handle profile.
Sliding system on ball bearings, tested at 40,000 
cycles. 
Drawer block on ball slides

EXAMPLES OF CONFIGURATION

L119 H203 P59 cm 
Standard
1 – 6512CAB0 
2 – 6512CAS0
3 – XX

1 - White / 2 – Sonoma Oak / 3 – Ventura Oak
MEMO

L149 H203 P59 cm 
Standard
1 – 6515CAB0 
2 – 6515CAS0
3 – XX

L57 H1.5 P40 cm 
6512TABL

L72 H1.5 P40 cm 
6515TABL

L87 H1.5 P40 cm 
6518TABL

L 60 cm 
1 – 6512POBL
2 – 6512POCS
3 – XX
4 – 6512POMI

L 75 cm 
1 – 6515POBL 
2 – 6515POCS
3 – XX
4 – 6515POMI

L 90 cm 
1 – 6518POBL 
2 – 6518POCS
3 – XX
3 – 6518POMI

Soft close
1 – 6512CABA 
2 – 6512CASA
3 – XX

Soft Close
1 – 6515CABA 
2 – 6515CASA
3 – XX

L179 H203 P59 cm 
Standard
1 – 6518CAB0 
2 – 6518CAS0
3 – XX

Soft Close
1 – 6518CABA 
2 – 6518CASA
3 – XX

1 - Blanc / 2 - Chêne Sonoma / 3 - Chêne Ventura / 4 - Miroir

L50 H44 P40 cm 
0029BL2T



DISTRICT

Particle board
Thick edge15, 12, 10 mm

+ Easy to assemble and perfectly adaptable to 
small spaces !

+ Contemporary front mouldings

+ Framing doors 28mm

+ Doors and structure strengthened by side
profiles laminated

+ Soft closing system (with stop-system)

+ Useable depth (40cm)

+ 2 shelves and 1 hanging without separator

4422RA12 : L115 x H183 x P60 cm

Sliding storage unit that differentiates and 
responds to 2 strong trends: workshop & 
nature!

DISTRICT
+ Adaptable to various styles of 
home decoration

+ Unique style

+ Trendy finishing

+ Easy to assemble

Black



DISTRICT

Particle board
Thick edge15, 12, 10 mm

+ Easy to assemble and perfectly adaptable to 
small spaces !

+ Contemporary front mouldings

+ Framing doors 28mm

+ Doors and structure strengthened by side
profiles laminated

+ Soft closing system (with stop-system)

+ Useable depth (40cm)

+ 2 shelves and 1 hanging without separator

4422RA12 : L115 x H183 x P60 cm

A complete range of inexpensive small 
furniture 
 
 
+ Drawers, belt and bottom in plain grey 
 
+ Handleless drawers for a neutral look that 
fits into any home. 
 

NEO 

Structure in particle board 
 

Panel thickness 15mm 
 

Ball bearing slide system 
 

Grey inside 
 

NEO offers a complete range of economical 
small furniture for any room of the house. 
 

NEO 
+ Economical small furniture 
range 
 
+ 6 different furniture available in 4 
colors  
 
+ A neutral look that fits with every 
home 
 
 

White Brooklyn Oak 

Silver Walnut Coffee 



h 

NEO 
(1 - White, 2 – Brooklyn Oak, 3 - Silver Walnut, 4 - Coffee) 

L40 x H48 x P33 cm 
1 - 5904CH1T 
2 - 5997CH1T 
3 - 5924CH1T 
4 - 5934CH1T 

L40 x H48 x P33 cm 
1 - 5900CH2T 
2 - 5993CH2T 
3 - 5920CH2T 
4 - 5930CH2T 

L77 x H82 x P40 cm 
1 - 5903CO3T 
2 - 5996CO3T 
3 - 5923CO3T 
4 - 5933CO3T 

L81 x H91x P50 cm 
1 - 5902CO5T 
2 - 5995CO5T 
3 - 5922CO5T 
4 - 5932CO5T 

L151 x H82 x P50 cm 
1 - 5901CO6T 
2 - 5994CO6T 
3 - 5921CO6T 
4 - 5931CO6T 

L121 x H82 x P40 cm 
1 - 5905E2PT 
2 - 5998E2PT 
3 - 5925E2PT 
4 - 5935E2PT 
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Infinity, a functional and comfortable desk with 
a large workspace and 3 drawers. 

INFINITY 
 
+ Comfort of use thanks to its 
working space L121cm 
 
 
+ Large storage capacity with 3 
drawers 
 
 
+ Available in four colors 

White Light acacia Coffee Shadow grey 

 
A comfortable and functional office : 
 
+ Large workspace : L121 cm x P55 cm 
 
+ Comfort of use 
 
+ 3 drawers, folding H14cm 
 
+ Grey plastic handle 
 
 

INFINITY 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 

6493BURE : L121 x H74 x P55 cm (White) 
6193BURE : L121 x H74 x P55 cm (Light acacia) 
6893BURE : L121 x H74 x P55 cm (Coffee) 
6993BURE : L121 x H74 x P55 cm (Shadow grey) 

With its large workspace, Galaxy is a 
functional and comfortable office. The Galaxy 
office can be combined with the entire range. 

GALAXY 
 
+ Comfortable to use thanks to its 
L120cm workspace 
 
+ Large storage capacity with 3 
drawers  
 
+ Modern style and sleek look 
 
+ Available in 2 colors 

White Brooklyn Oak 



With its large workspace, Galaxy is a 
functional and comfortable office. The Galaxy 
office can be combined with the entire range. 

GALAXY 
 
+ Comfortable to use thanks to its 
L120cm workspace 
 
+ Large storage capacity with 3 
drawers  
 
+ Modern style and sleek look 
 
+ Available in 2 colors 

White Brooklyn Oak 

 
A comfortable and functional office : 
 
+ Large workspace : L120 cm x P50 cm 
 
+ Comfort of use 
 
+ 3 drawers with grey solid plastic handle, 
folding H14cm 
 
+ Decorative feet in grey colors 
 
 
 

GALAXY 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 

5349BURE : L120 x H75 x P50 cm (White) 
5449BURE : L120 x H75 x P50 cm (Brooklyn Oak) 
 



 
A very functional office : 
 
+ Working area : L79 cm x D50 cm 
 
+ 1 sliding shelf P32 
 
+ 1 adjustable spoke 
 
+ 1 space for a central unit : L23 x H56 
 
+ 4 grey casters  
 
 

COMPACT (9841) 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 22 and 15mm 

INFO : L79 x H77 x P50 cm 

Compact, a very functional desk mounted on 
wheels for easy mobility. This desk is equipped 
with a sliding tablet for a keyboard, a space for 
a central unit and a spoke for a printer. 

COMPACT 
 
+ Functional desk with a small 
footprint 
 
+ Easy to move thanks to the 
wheels 
 
+ Sliding tablet for keyboard 
 
+ Adjustable spoke 

Rough oak 



 
A very functional office : 
 
+ Working area : L79 cm x D50 cm 
 
+ 1 sliding shelf P32 
 
+ 1 adjustable spoke 
 
+ 1 space for a central unit : L23 x H56 
 
+ 4 grey casters  
 
 

COMPACT (9841) 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 22 and 15mm 

INFO : L79 x H77 x P50 cm 

A functional, opulent and comfortable 
desk 
 
 
+ Large working space:  L92 cm x P60 cm 
+ More comfort of use 
 
 
+ Bookcase 
+ 3 shelves 
 
 
+ Structure in thick boards 22mm 
+ Reassuring look 
+ Qualitative item 
 

WILLOW 

Particle boards 
 

Pane thicknesses:  15mm (shelves), 22mm 

BURE: L125 x H151 x P63 cm 

7458 : White / 7459 : Blond Oak With its large working space, Willow is 
comfotable desk. Very functional, it also has a 
bookcase. Available in two finishes: blond oak 
and white.  

WILLOW 
+ Functional bookcase desk 
 
 
+  Large working space: 
comfortable use  
 
 
+ Thick boards: reassuring design 
 
 
+ Modern style 

Blond Oak White 



 
A traditional office : 
 
+ Large workspace: L135 x P54 cm 
 
+ 1 box with door L31 x H43 x P33 cm 
 
+ 1 niche H19 cm 
 
+ 3 drawers with grey handles, folding 
H14cm 
 
 
 

BUSTER (7343) 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 

BURE : L135 x H74 x P54 cm  

Buster offers many storage options thanks to 
its three drawers, its box closed by a door, its 
niche and its large workspace. 

BUSTER 
 
+ Comfort of use thanks to the 
large working space L135cm 
 
+ Large storage capacity with 
door and drawers 
 
+ Traditional construction 
 
+ Universal white decoration 

White 

Very functional, the Peps desk is mounted on 
wheels for easy movement. This desk is 
equipped with a sliding tablet for a keyboard, a 
space for a central unit and a sliding tablet for 
a printer. 

PEPS 
+ Functional desk with a small 
footprint 
 
+ Sliding tablets for keyboard 
and printer 
 
+ Easy to move thanks to the 
wheels 
 
+ Upper side bright white color 

White Glossy white 



 
A traditional office : 
 
+ Large workspace: L135 x P54 cm 
 
+ 1 box with door L31 x H43 x P33 cm 
 
+ 1 niche H19 cm 
 
+ 3 drawers with grey handles, folding 
H14cm 
 
 
 

BUSTER (7343) 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 

BURE : L135 x H74 x P54 cm  

 
A very functional office: 
 
+ Working area : L76  x D50 cm 
 
+ 1 sliding tablet for a P29 keyboard 
 
+ 1 sliding tablet for a P38 printer 
 
+ 1 shelf for a central unit L23 x H57 cm 
 
+ 4 grey casters  
 
 
 

PEPS (9520) 

Particleboard structure 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 

DESS : L76 x H76 x P50 cm 

Very functional, the Peps desk is mounted on 
wheels for easy movement. This desk is 
equipped with a sliding tablet for a keyboard, a 
space for a central unit and a sliding tablet for 
a printer. 

PEPS 
+ Functional desk with a small 
footprint 
 
+ Sliding tablets for keyboard 
and printer 
 
+ Easy to move thanks to the 
wheels 
 
+ Upper side bright white color 

White Glossy white 



MISTER (7419) 

 
Particle boards 15 mm 
 

 
+ A shaped top desk L120cm 
 
 
+ A bookcase H121cm x P24 cm 
 
 
+ A perfect small depth for 2 uses : as a 
console table or desk! 
 
 
 
 

BURE : L122 x H121 x P64 cm 

MISTER 
 
+ The small depth allows 2 types of 
use : as a console table or desk 
 
 
+ White universal finish 
 
 
+ A shaped top 
 
 
 

A saving space desk with a bookcase on the 
side  

White  

MOVING 2 

Brooklyn Oak  

A reversible desk compact ideal to fill an 
angle optimally ! 

+ A reversible desk 
 
 
+ An ideal corner desk to 
optimize your space 
 
 
+ Important storage 



MISTER (7419) 

 
Particle boards 15 mm 
 

 
+ A shaped top desk L120cm 
 
 
+ A bookcase H121cm x P24 cm 
 
 
+ A perfect small depth for 2 uses : as a 
console table or desk! 
 
 
 
 

BURE : L122 x H121 x P64 cm 

MOVING 2 (9833) 

BUAN : L121 x H102 x P106 cm 

Workspace : 
 
+ Top L121cm x P65cm 
 
+ Add-on storage unit in shape L121cm  
 
 
 
Storage room : 
 
+ 2 tablets under the top 
 
+ 1 drawer L30cm x D35cm, H11cm 
 
+ 2 spaces under drawer 

Panel thicknesses 15mm 
 
Drawers on ball slides 

MOVING 2 

Brooklyn Oak  

A reversible desk compact ideal to fill an 
angle optimally ! 

+ A reversible desk 
 
 
+ An ideal corner desk to 
optimize your space 
 
 
+ Important storage 



MINISTER (9871) 

Thickness 22mm et 15mm 
 
Drawer on ball-bearings 

BURE : L152 x H78 x P59 cm REHA : L151 x H77 x P28 cm 

A thick top desk (22mm) 
 
On the left : closed storage with a 
repositionable shelf 
 
On the right : drawer with lock (2 keys) and 
closed storage space 
 
In the middle : space under top panel for 
keyboard etc… L83cm x P40cm 
 
 
Hutch H77cm 
 
On the left : sliding door on a L107cm 
storage compartment 
Small shelf L42cm 
 
On the right : laying shelf L43cm 
 

MINISTER 

Silex Oak 

A minister's desk that will seduce you with its 
elegance and its storage capacity ! 

+ A real "minister" office designed 
to work, store, classify + a large 
workspace 
 
+ A large workspace 
 
+ An optional upgrade for more 
storage 
 
+ A trendy grey decor 
 
+ A lockable drawer 

SET UP
+ A co-development with the 
multimedia group Webedia

 

a 
team of gamers

+ An innovative

 

product

 

on the 
market

+ Innovative and dedicated 
functions 

+ A space designed to 
accommodate all the equipment

SET UP, a station dedicated to the needs of 
gamers ! A piece of furniture conceived and 
designed with a group of gamers that

 

 
perfectly meets their needs ! Set Up, an

 

 
innovative product on the market!

Gris Ombre (Mélamine) Noir



MINISTER (9871) 

Thickness 22mm et 15mm 
 
Drawer on ball-bearings 

BURE : L152 x H78 x P59 cm REHA : L151 x H77 x P28 cm 

A thick top desk (22mm) 
 
On the left : closed storage with a 
repositionable shelf 
 
On the right : drawer with lock (2 keys) and 
closed storage space 
 
In the middle : space under top panel for 
keyboard etc… L83cm x P40cm 
 
 
Hutch H77cm 
 
On the left : sliding door on a L107cm 
storage compartment 
Small shelf L42cm 
 
On the right : laying shelf L43cm 
 

SET UPKey figures

A booming market
•

 

400 million people play in the 
world

 

•

 

Global turnover: $ 850 million
•

 

42% growth rate
•

 

40.000 people attended the final 
of a video game

 

•

 

100.000 League of Legends 
players each month

 

A booming market
•

 

400 million people play in the 
world
•

 

Global turnover: $ 850 million
•

 

42% growth rate
•

 

40.000 people attended the final 
of a video game
•

 

100.000 League of Legends 
players each month

Spent on gaming accessories 1.5 
billion €

 

worldwide

 

with a higher 
average price of equipment than 
their conventional counterparts (x 
1.2 to 2.2)

 

Spent on gaming accessories 1.5 
billion €

 

worldwide

 

with a higher 
average price of equipment than 
their conventional counterparts (x 
1.2 to 2.2)

Most popular

 

video

 

game

 

:
League

 

of Legends
Overwatch
Dota 2
Global offensive
Heartsone
FIFA,…

Most popular

 

video

 

game

 

:
League

 

of Legends
Overwatch
Dota 2
Global offensive
Heartsone
FIFA,…

50% of e-sports fans play more 
than 6 hours a week !

 

81% of 15-35 year olds have 
heard of e-sports !

 

50% of e-sports fans play more 
than 6 hours a week !
81% of 15-35 year olds have 
heard of e-sports !

Source : Nelly Rodi

 

et Webedia

 

-

 

2018

SET UP
+ A co-development with the 
multimedia group Webedia

 

a 
team of gamers

+ An innovative

 

product

 

on the 
market

+ Innovative and dedicated 
functions 

+ A space designed to 
accommodate all the equipment

SET UP, a station dedicated to the needs of 
gamers ! A piece of furniture conceived and 
designed with a group of gamers that

 

 
perfectly meets their needs ! Set Up, an

 

 
innovative product on the market!

Gris Ombre (Mélamine) Noir



SET UP (7540)

Melamine

Panel thickness 22mm and 15mm

STAT : L180 x H92 x P67 cm

A station dedicated to players from the most 
novice to the most experienced to be 200% 
in the game!

+ Support that can accommodate 2 to 3
screens and an audio system L175cm

+ Play area, 22mm, L131x W56cm  with black
ABS edge of 1mm optical mouse compatible
coating

+ On the right, a spacious area L39cm x
H54cm to accommodate a central Unit and
facilitate the ventilation of the equipment

+ On the left, a storage space with a drawer
and a closed door

+ Carbon finish handle

+ One RGB variable color temperature LED
ribbon included with remote control
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BEAUTY BAR Key figures 

 

92% of french teenagers under 
20 years old buy cosmetics with 
an average of 7,5 products per 
year 
 
Source : L’apparence et la beauté : nouvelles préoccupations des 
adolescents  
 

Each year, teenagers (13-19 yo) 
from all around the world spend 
238 millions $ in cosmetics 
 
Source : Euromonitor - Nov 2011 
 

The nail polish market has 
doubled in 5 years ! 
 
Source : Les cibles d’hier d’aujourd’hui et de demain - 2012 
 

 

 
 
Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 
18 à 54 ans - Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 
2014 

 

The makeup bag for 18-30 years old 
is the most abundant and increases 
the numbers, with average 68 
products of beauty 
 
 

Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 18 à 54 ans - 
Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 2014 
 

 
 

 

What is found in the 
makeup bag of women : 
On the first step of the 
podium arrives the nail 
polish (with 14 templates), 
then  the eye shadow 
(with 11 shades) and, 
finally, the lipstick (7 
lipstick) 
 
Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 
18 à 54 ans - Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 
2014 

BEAUTY BAR 
+ An innovative range of 
products on the market ! 
 
+ A Real sucess story (turnover 
and volume)  
 
+ A range of 5 beauty bar from the 
most simple to the most 
complete 
 
+ Well thought pivoting drawers, 
to store all the beauty accessories  

PIMPANTE, PRECIOUS, FRIVOLE, 
VOLAGE et SWEET, five master product of 
beauty bar that will seduce every girls. At last, 
a range of furniture designed for get your 
accessories of beauty near you. Our 
pivoting drawers will allow you to store all 
your makeup and / or jewelry. 

White / Black Jackson Oak  / White White 



BEAUTY BAR Key figures 

 

92% of french teenagers under 
20 years old buy cosmetics with 
an average of 7,5 products per 
year 
 
Source : L’apparence et la beauté : nouvelles préoccupations des 
adolescents  
 

Each year, teenagers (13-19 yo) 
from all around the world spend 
238 millions $ in cosmetics 
 
Source : Euromonitor - Nov 2011 
 

The nail polish market has 
doubled in 5 years ! 
 
Source : Les cibles d’hier d’aujourd’hui et de demain - 2012 
 

 

 
 
Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 
18 à 54 ans - Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 
2014 

 

The makeup bag for 18-30 years old 
is the most abundant and increases 
the numbers, with average 68 
products of beauty 
 
 

Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 18 à 54 ans - 
Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 2014 
 

 
 

 

What is found in the 
makeup bag of women : 
On the first step of the 
podium arrives the nail 
polish (with 14 templates), 
then  the eye shadow 
(with 11 shades) and, 
finally, the lipstick (7 
lipstick) 
 
Source : Etude venteprivee.com - 6000 femmes de 
18 à 54 ans - Allemagne, Italie, France, Espagne - 
2014 

FRIVOLE (7358) 
A functional item with spaces of storage 
on both sides and a mirror in the middle !  

+ A big mirror H62 cm  
 
+ LEDS that surround the central mirror 
 
+ Two spaces with 4 shelves on the right 
and on the left so as to hold perfumes, 
cosmetics… 
 

+ A support to hold the mobile to be able to 
read beauty tutorials as looking at themselves 
in the mirror 
 
+ A pivoting drawer which can be opened up 
to 135° and which includes 4 compartments to 
store all the small accessories, nail polish, hair 
clips, cosmetics within easy reach and easy 
sight, as professionals ! 
 

+ A white finish that will fit in easily in all the 
bedrooms ! 
 
 

+ SITTY stool optional 

COIF : L108 x H141 x P40 cm 

Structure with particle board    
 
Boards thickness 22mm and 15mm 

0118TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (black wood) 
0088TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (beech wood) 

A furniture which offers the essential 
elements, thought for small budgets and 
small spaces !

A big mirror H62 cm  
 
+ Two shelves within easy reach to put 
flasks, perfumes... 
 

+ A support to hold the mobile to be able to 
read beauty tutorials as looking at themselves 
in the mirror 
 
+ A pivoting drawer  which can be opened 
up to 135° and which includes 4 
compartments to store all the small 
accessories, nail polish, hair clips and 
cosmetics within easy reach and easy sight, 
as professionals ! 
 
+ A black and white finish that will fit in easily 
in all the bedrooms ! 
 
 

+ Sitty stool optional 
 

COIF : L75 x H141 x P40 cm 

Structure with particle board    
 
Boards thickness 22mm and 15mm 

PIMPANTE (7330-7530)  
PRECIOUS (7630) PIMPANTE (7330-7530)  

PRECIOUS (7630) 

PIMPANTE (7530)   PRECIOUS 

PIMPANTE (7330)   

0118TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (black wood) 
0088TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (beech wood) 



A furniture item worthy of a theatre dressing 
room ! This functional angle furniture item 
full of storage will be easy to place in the 
corner of a bedroom !  
 
+ 3 mirrors included 
 

+ LEDS that surround the central mirror 
 

+ Two shelves within easy reach to put flasks, 
perfumes,… 
 

+ A support to hold the mobile to be able to 
read beauty tutorials as looking at themselves in 
the mirror 
 

+ Five pivoting drawers that can open up to 
135° of which 3 drawers include 4 
compartments to store all the small 
accessories, nail polish, hair clips… 
 

+ Low shelf on the left to put high flasks 
 
+ A black and white finish that will fit in easily 
in all the bedrooms ! 
 
 

+ Stool SITTY optional 

COIF : L114 x H142 x P61 cm 

Structure with particle board    
 
Boards thickness 22mm and 15mm 

VOLAGE (7345-7365) 
SWEET (7385-ECR) 

0118TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (black wood) 
0088TABO : L33 x H43 x P33 cm (beech wood) 

SWEET (7385) 

VOLAGE (7345) 

VOLAGE (7365) SWEET (7385) SWEET 7385-ECR 
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h 

BORA 
0645CHA1 L47 x H97 x P53cm 
8kg Set of 2 

CHAISE 

WENDY 
0191CHAI L43 x H91 x P54cm 
7kg Set of 2 

SITTY 
0088TABO L33 x H43 x P33cm 
4kg set of 1 

MALONE 
0614CHAI L47 x H109 x P53cm 
9kg Set of 2 

HANNOVRE 
0581CHAI L48 x H83 x P53cm 
6kg Set of 4 

CLEA 
0558CHAI L44 x H91 x P57cm  
6kg Set of 2 

HANNOVRE 
0580CHAI L48 x H83 x P53cm 
6kg Set of 4 

CUBA 
0584CHAI L53 x H81 x P81cm 
6kg Set of 4  

INDUSTRIELLE 
0568CHAI L43 x H86 x P50cm 
5kg Set of 2 

INDUSTRIELLE 
0569CHAI L43 x H86 x P50cm 
5kg Set of 2 

MAXWELL 
0338CHAI L47 x H90 x P39cm 

SITTY 
0118TABO L33 x H43 x P33cm 
4kg Set of 1 

CHAIR RANGE 

h

0090CAD2 20 slats
For bed 90 x 200cm

CHAISE

0019BOXE L88 x H13 x P10cm
Storage box

0160CAD2 20 slats
For bed 160 x 200

0140CAD2 20 slats
For bed 140 x 200cm

0090C1D1 13 slats
For bed 90 x 190cm

0140CADR 20 slats
For bed 140 x 190cm

0090C2D1 13 slats
For bed 90 x 200cm

0140CAD3 14 slats
For bed 140 x 200cm

0140CAD4 14 slats
For bed 140 x 190cm

0160CAD3 20 slats
For bed 160 x 200cm

0081SUPO
2 steel clog

0017LEDS 150cm
Kit of 1 LED ribbon of 150cm

SLATTED FRAME RANGE
LEDS & ACCESSORIES

0290SOMF 90 x 200 cm
Slatted bed base
0240SOMF 140 x 200 cm
Slatted bed base
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Only one reference for this complete and 
functional kitchen perfectly adapted to 
tenants and students flats

MODULO
+ All-in-one range

+ multiple arrangements for 
doors and drawers

A contemporary and universal
design

Gris Eiffel Gris ombre

MODULO
Cuisine 100% one box :

+ plan de travail et socle inclus

+ Easy assembly

+ 3 possibilities for wall unit

+ 5 possibilities for base unit

Structure with particleboard 15 mm
Worktop :  particleboard 22 mm
Invisible hinges with self-closing system
Drawers on roller sliding rails

+

+

MODULO
L183.5 H86/39 P60/35 cm

4132



MODULO
Cuisine 100% one box :

+ plan de travail et socle inclus

+ Easy assembly

+ 3 possibilities for wall unit

+ 5 possibilities for base unit

Structure with particleboard 15 mm
Worktop :  particleboard 22 mm
Invisible hinges with self-closing system
Drawers on roller sliding rails

+

+

MODULO
L183.5 H86/39 P60/35 cm

4132

SINK UNIT

Range of 4 sink units bringing 
several widths available  and 

several functions

Low cost price positioning

SINK UNIT
A range of multidimensional skin units for first interior design

SINK UNIT L120 3D ref.7253

Also available with 2 doors :  ref. 7252

SINK UNIT L80 2D ref.7250

SINK UNIT L100 2D ref.7251

+ Front and structure with melamine finish 16mm thickness
+ Pearl white finishing – assorted white edges
+ White glossy ABS handle

+ Self-supporting structure for an easy assembly
+ Metal hinges with self-closing system
+ Inox sink and tap are not included

SINK UNIT

2 doors 80 cm
L80 x H83 x P59 cm

Ref : 7250

2 doors 100 cm
L100 x H83 x P59 cm

Ref : 7251

2 doors 120
L120 x H83 x P59 cm

Ref : 7252

3 doors 120
L120 x H83 x P59 cm

Ref : 7251

Overview



Fonctionnelles et astucieuses, les cuisines 
EKO conviennent parfaitement à tous les 
intérieurs. Composer sa cuisine devient 
simple grâce au module « pôle fonction »

EKO
+ Produit 100% one box 
« tout en 1 seul colis »

+ 3 décors au choix
Blanc, Gris brillant , Rouge brillant

+ Module évier et bas four en 
largeur 100 avec fonctions 
complémentaires

Blanc mat Rouge 
brillant

Gris 
brillant

EKO



EKO EKO
Structure et façades en panneaux de 
particules mélaminé 16 mm. Dessus 
en panneau de particules mélaminé
gris Eiffel 22 mm.
- Tiroirs sur coulisses à billes et tiroir 
casserolier sur coulisses à galets. 
Dessus en panneau de particules 
mélaminé gris Eiffel 22 mm.
- Charnières métalliques à rappel 
automatique
- Poignées plastique finition gris 
métallisé.

Bas sous évier 
1 porte, 1 tiroir
2 casseroliers

Cuisine 100% one box :

+ Plan de travail et socle inclus

+ Installation facile 

+ Meuble sous-évier L100 cm 
avec 3 tiroirs : fonctionnel et 
économique (remplace 2 
meubles)

+ Bas four 1 porte + 1tiroir 

+ Finitions mélaminé mat ou 
brillantes : facile d’entretien

Bas four
1 porte,1 tiroir
1 niche four

Cuisine modulaire :
+ Les meubles de largeur 100 
des modules « pôle fonctions »

Une cuisine complète en
5 références = 5 colis

EKO

Haut 40 1 porte
L.40  H.58 P.35 cm - 12 kg

■244001
■244101
■244201

Haut 60 1 porte
L.60  H.58 P.35 cm – 15 kg

■244002
■244102
■244202

Haut 80 2 portes
L.80  H.58 P.35 cm – 19 kg

■244003
■244103
■244203

Haut 120 2 portes
L.120  H.58 P.35 cm – 28 kg

■244004
■244104
■244204

Haut 100 2 portes
L.100  H.58 P.35 cm -23 kg

■244033
■244133
■244233

Surhotte 60 
L.60  H.35 P.35 cm – 10 kg

■244005
■244105
■244205

Meubles Hauts

Meubles Bas

Colonne

Colonne 50 1porte
L.50  H.58 P.35 cm

40 kg
■244019
■244119
■244219

Bas 40 1 porte 1 tiroir
L.40  H.86 P.60 cm – 25 kg
■244009 ■244109

■244209

Bas 60 1 porte
L.60  H.86 P.60 cm – 28.5 kg
■244011 ■244111

■244211

Sous Evier 80 2 portes
L.60  H.86 P.60 cm – 31 kg
■244044 ■244144

■244244

Bas Four 60
L.60 H.86 P.60 cm – 25 kg
■244043 ■244143

■244243

Sous Evier 100 1 porte 3 tiroirs
L.100  H.86 P.60 cm – 49.5 kg
■244035 ■244135

■244235

Bas 100 1 porte 1 tiroir
L.100  H.86 P.60 cm – 41 kg
■244034 ■244134

■244234



Clever and functional, the One Box Uno
will perfectly fit with all decorative 
universes !

UNO
+ A 100% one-box kitchen

+ A functional and clever range
which fits with all decorative 
universes ! 

+ 2 Specifics references
in depth 47 cm

Blanc mat

UNO
A 100% one-box kitchen :

+ worktop and plinths are included.

+ Easy setup

+ Handles : aluminium grey finish

Structure with particle board 16 mm (fronts),
22 mm (top)
Drawers : ball bearing sliding rails
Metallic hinges with self-closing system

L.60 H.35 P.35 cm 
243105

L.60 H.58 P.35 cm
243102

L.40 H.58 P.35 cm
243101

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm
243109

L.60  H.86  P.60 cm 
243113

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm
243114

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm 
243129

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm 
243144

L.80 H.58 P.35 cm
243103

L.60 H.86 P.60 cm
243111

L.60 H.86  P.60 cm
243143 

L.40 H.86 P.47 cm
243159

L.80 H.86 P.47 cm
243164



UNO
A 100% one-box kitchen :

+ worktop and plinths are included.

+ Easy setup

+ Handles : aluminium grey finish

Structure with particle board 16 mm (fronts),
22 mm (top)

Drawers : ball bearing sliding rails
Metallic hinges with self-closing system

L.60 H.35 P.35 cm 
243105

L.60 H.58 P.35 cm
243102

L.40 H.58 P.35 cm
243101

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm
243109

L.60  H.86  P.60 cm 
243113

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm
243114

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm 
243129

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm 
243144

L.80 H.58 P.35 cm
243103

L.60 H.86 P.60 cm
243111

L.60 H.86  P.60 cm
243143 

L.40 H.86 P.47 cm
243159

L.80 H.86 P.47 cm
243164

Clever and functional, the One Box Elibox
will perfectly fit with all decorative universes 
!

ELIBOX
+ A 100% one-box kitchen

+ 3 contemporary Shinny and 
universal finishes available
+ 1 Dark Concrete finish

+ A functional and clever range
which fits with all decorative 
universes ! 

Shinny
White

Shinny
Grey

Shinny
Red

Dark
Concrete

ELIBOX
A 100% one-box kitchen :

+ worktop and plinths are included.

+ Easy setup

+ Handles : aluminium grey finish

+ Top : aluminium grey finish

Structure with particle board 16 mm (fronts), 22 
mm (top)
Drawers : ball bearing sliding rails
Metallic hinges with self-closing system



ELIBOX

1 – Shinny White
2432xx

2 – Shinny Grey
2433xx

3 – Shinny Red
2434xx

4 – Dark Concrete
2435xx

L.60 H.35 P.36 cm 
xxxx05

L.60 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx02

L.40 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx01

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm
xxxx09

L.60 H.86  P.60 cm 
xxxx12

L.60  H.86  P.60 cm 
xxxx13

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm
xxxx14

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm 
xxxx29

L.60 H.141 P.60 cm
xxxx49 

L.60 H.86  P.60 cm
xxxx43 

L.80 H.86 P.60 cm 
xxxx44

L.60  H.141 P.60 cm
xxxx39

L.80 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx03

L.60 H.86 P.60 cm
xxxx11



Fonctionnelle et astucieuse, les cuisines 
One Box Spoon conviennent parfaitement 
à tous les intérieurs.

SPOON
+ Produit 100% one box 
«tout en 1»

+ 6 décors au choix

+ Modules complémentaires 
-Crédence 120 multifonctions
- Entourage réfrigérateur / machine 
à laver 
- Haut ouvert pour micro-ondes
- Hauts vitrés  H35 et H58

Blanc 
Brillant

Rouge
Brillant

Anthracite 
Brillant

Blanc mat NaturaBéton

SPOON
Cuisine 100% one box :
+ plan de travail et socle inclus

+ Installation facile

+ Bas four innovant : plan de travail 
pré-découpé pour faciliter 
l’encastrement de la plaque de 
cuisson

+ Pieds et poignées décor gris 
aluminium

+ Crédence multifonctions 

Structure en panneaux de particules 16 mm 
(façades), 22 mm (dessus)
Tiroirs : coulisses à billes
Charnières métalliques à rappel automatique



SPOON PLUS

L.60 H.35 P.36 cm 
xxxx05

L.60 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx02

L.40 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx01

L.40  H.86  P.60 cm
xxxx09 L.60 H.86  P.60 cm 

xxxx12
L.60  H.86  P.60 cm 

xxxx13
L.80  H.86  P.60 cm

xxxx14

L.40 H.86 P.60 cm 
xxxx29

L.60 H.140 
P.60 cm
xxxx49 

L.60  H.86 
P.60 cm
xxxx43 

L.80 H.86
P.60 cm 
xxxx44

L.40  H.86
P.47 cm
xxxx59

L.80  H.86  
P.47 cm
xxxx64 

L.80 H.58 P.36 cm
xxxx03

Blanc Mat
2453xx

Béton
2459xx

Blanc Bril.
2460xx

Anthracite Bril.
2461xx

Rouge Bril.
2462xx

L.60  H.2  P.60 cm
246304

L.64 H.86  P.60 cm
246302

L.120  H.120  P.15 cm
246301

L.60  H.35  P.36 cm
246303

L.60  H.35  P.36 cm
245935

L.40  H.58  P.36 cm
245931

Natura
2464xx

L.60 H.140
P.60 cm
xxxx39 



A range of kitchen with
contemporary lines, young and 
dynamic style

SPRING
+ One-box product : all-in-one 
parcel

+ 4 trendy finishings are available

+ A functional and clever range
which fits with all decorative 
universes ! 

White mat Shinny
White

Shinny
Red

Shadow
Grey

SPRING

Structure with particle board 16 mm (fronts), 22 
mm (top)
Drawers : ball bearing sliding rails
Metallic hinges with self-closing system

A 100% one-box kitchen :

+ Easy setup
+ worktop and plinths are included.

+ Legs and handles : aluminium grey
finish

+ Top : aluminium grey finish (shinny
white front, shinny red front, shadow
grey front). White (white mat front)



SPRING

Haut 40 1 porte
L.40  H.58 P.35 cm

xxxx01

Haut 60 1 porte
L.60  H.58 P.35 cm

xxxx02

Haut 80 2 portes
L.80  H.58 P.35 cm

xxxx03

Surhotte 60 
L.60  H.35 P.35 cm

xxxx05

Bas 40 1 porte 1 tiroir
L.40  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx09

Bas 80 2 portes 2 tiroirs
L.80  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx14

Bas Four 60
L.60 H.86 P.60 cm 

xxxx43

Bas15 Coulissant
L.40  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx42

Bas 60 2 tiroirs casserolier
L.60  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx12

Bas 60 1 porte
L.60  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx11

Bas 120 sous évier
L.120  H.86 P.60 cm

xxxx16

WHITE MAT
2421XX

SHINNY WHITE
2420XX

SHINNY RED
2424XX

SHADOW GREY
2425XX

FINISHINGS

OVERVIEW

SPRING

Undersink
L.80  H.86 P.50 cm

239764

Undersink depth 50 cm Undersink depth 58 cm

Undersink
L.40  H.86 P.50 cm

239759

Undersink
L.80  H.84 P.58 cm

239754
(sink not included)

(sink not included (sink not included

Drainer
L.80  H.58 P.35 cm

239753

+ A range of skin unit with 
contemporary lines for a 
young and dynamic style 

+ 2 widths and 2 depths are 
available



SPRING

Undersink
L.80  H.86 P.50 cm

239764

Undersink depth 50 cm Undersink depth 58 cm

Undersink
L.40  H.86 P.50 cm

239759

Undersink
L.80  H.84 P.58 cm

239754
(sink not included)

(sink not included (sink not included

Drainer
L.80  H.58 P.35 cm

239753

+ A range of skin unit with 
contemporary lines for a 
young and dynamic style 

+ 2 widths and 2 depths are 
available

A modular kitchen system divided into 
“activity zones”, giving a multitude of 
different layouts, but so easy to install

MOOVE
+ A complete kitchen system in 7 
units

+ Up-to-the-minute looks, 
perfectly in tune with the 
industrial style

+ Height of 95 cm:
New ergonomic standard

River Oak Shadow Grey

MOOVE



MOOVE
Cellular board table bar module, 
lightweight and extremely stable. Combine 
with low modules, or fix to the wall

A range of depths: 60, 42, 30 and 15 cm. 
Endless combinations to suit any purpose 
(hob, sink, oven, island unit, sideboard, 
dresser, coffee unit, snack table and many 
more)

Dresser with tablet holder and space for 
integral power sockets

16 mm thick melamine faced chipboard carcass
and fronts
Metal drawer on roller runners
Black plastic feet and handles

0430TABR
L123 H101 P50cm

0430BAHT 
L123 H92 P15cm

0430BAPT
L123 H95 P60cm

0430BA2P
L123 H95 P60cm

0430COLO
L64 H188 P42cm

0430COFO
L63 H188 P60cm

0430BABS
L123 H95 P33cm



KITCHEN CABINET SETS

Entry level positioning cabinet sets

Fully equipped cabinet sets 
including shelves, feet and 
hardware for assembling

The quality of a visually
pleasant assembling system 

using invisible eccentric screws

KITCHEN CABINET SETS
A complete range of kitchen cabinets designed to match the market demand in terms of dimension, layout, household appliances fifting

and adapted to the kitchen standards. Shelves and feet are included. Hardware included to ensure high quality. Clear assembling

instructions for an easy assembling. 

● Particle board cabinets with melamine finish 16mm thick / Quality perfectly adapted to the kitchen environment

● Shelves are included for a simple sale process

● Standard top units includes 2 shelves for a maximum storage space

● Base units and cupboard delivered with 4 level adjustable feet for an easy assembly

● Cabinet assembling by eccentric screw system and dowels totally invisible on the outside

● Top units equipped with wall mount hardware with 3 level adjustment system for a perfect adjustment

● Easy assembly and user-friendly thanks to base units equipped with a 55mm deep sanitary space for an easy pipe connection

● Back of the furniture in white lacquered HDF board with assembling hardware that gives extra reinforcement and rigidity to the furniture

Base cabinet Base cabinet details Base cabinet hardware
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CABINET SET 
Description and overview

KITCHEN CABINET SETS
Overview
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BASALTE CERISE OPALE

Products bringing big storage
capacities

A functional and clever
range of products thought to 
fit in with every interior design 

A contemporary design with
3 Shiny finishes available • Structure with particleboard 16 mm (fronts), 22 mm 

(upper side)
• Drawers : on roller sliding rails 
• Invisible metallic hinges with self-closing system.

BASALTE CERISE OPALE
Functional and clever, this range of shiny and trendy kitchen storage will perfectly fit in with every interior
design.

- Large and grip-friendly handle for an easy use.
- Legs and handles with Aluminium Grey finish.
- Invisible cam fittings assembly for a pleasant aspect
- A large central space very functional to integrate
your microwave, an espresso machine and other small
household aplliances. 

Cerise

Basalte

Opale

BASALTE CERISE OPALE Overview

Basalte Cabinet    
L120 x H187 x D44 cm 

Ref : 3337

Cerise Cabinet                 
L120 x H187 x D44 cm 

Ref : 3379

Opale Cabinet
L120 x H187 x D44 cm 

Ref : 3341

Basalte trolley
L60 x H82 x D45 cm 

Ref : 803242

Cerise trolley            
L60 x H82 x D45 cm 

Ref : 803243

Opale trolley
L60 x H82 x D45 cm 

Ref : 803253



2 Furniture that complements perfectly to 
equip a kitchen in a compact and functional 
way.

SMOOTHY
+ 2 additional furniture

+ 1 buffet 120 declined in white 
and wooden decor

+ 1 serving 60 available in white, 
red and wood decor

White Oak Red

SMOOTHY
+ Large handle allowing a good grip 
of mian 

+ Buffets with radius and removable 
credence to integrate microwave 
ovens, or other small electrical 
appliances.

+ Buffets equipped with a gray 
aluminum decoration plan.

-Structure en panneaux de particules surfacé
mélaminé épaisseur 16 mm.
- Poignée finition gris alu
- Charnières métalliques à rappel automatique
- Tiroirs sur coulisses galets

L60 x H82 x P45 cm 
White : 803219
Red : 803221
Oak : 803222

L121 x H181 x P44 cm 
White : 3303
Oak : 3306

A universal and
contemporary design 

Compact storage bringing
essential functions

CABINET EASY



SMOOTHY
+ Large handle allowing a good grip 
of mian 

+ Buffets with radius and removable 
credence to integrate microwave 
ovens, or other small electrical 
appliances.

+ Buffets equipped with a gray 
aluminum decoration plan.

-Structure en panneaux de particules surfacé
mélaminé épaisseur 16 mm.
- Poignée finition gris alu
- Charnières métalliques à rappel automatique
- Tiroirs sur coulisses galets

L60 x H82 x P45 cm 
White : 803219
Red : 803221
Oak : 803222

L121 x H181 x P44 cm 
White : 3303
Oak : 3306

803192 : L76 x H80 x D42 cm 

CABINET EASY
Overview

803191 : L60 x H80 x D40 cm 3358 : L80 x H181 x D44 cm 

CABINET EASY
A range of individual pieces of furniture bringing additional storage spaces and additional
functions in the kitchen.

+ Front and structures with particleboard 16 mm 
+ Handles : Chrome Matte finish 
+ Metallic edges with self-closing system
+ Drawers on roller sliding rails

+ 3 products available
+ White finish and Aluminium Grey edges
+ Microwave trolley on multidirectional
casters : nomadic furniture
+ Cabinet with Aluminium Grey worktop

White

Aluminium 
grey

A universal and
contemporary design 

Compact storage bringing
essential functions

CABINET EASY



Functional and ingenious 2-piece furniture 
range in 3 finishes that blend perfectly with 
all interior styles in 6 possible 
combinations.

URBAN
+ 3 current finishes
including 2 that are shiny

+ Products offering large 
storage space

+ A range of ingenious, 
functional products that can be 
combined with all styles

Rouge
Brillant

Gris
Brillant

Blanc

URBAN
Aluminium discreet handle .

Feet finished in aluminium grey

22 mm aluminium grey worktop (cabinets) 

Large functional central recess that can
accommodate a microwave oven, an 
espresso machine and other small electrical
appliances

16 mm thick melamine particle board structures and 
fronts
Shiny finish on red and grey fronts
Drawers: roller sliding rails
Invisible self-closing metal hinges

Buffet 120
L120 H184 P44 cm 

Blanc : 3374
Rouge brill. : 3376

Gris brill.: 3375

Desserte MO 
L60 H815 P44 cm

Blanc : 803311
Rouge brill.: 803313
Gris brill. : 803312



URBAN
Aluminium discreet handle .

Feet finished in aluminium grey

22 mm aluminium grey worktop (cabinets) 

Large functional central recess that can
accommodate a microwave oven, an 
espresso machine and other small electrical
appliances

16 mm thick melamine particle board structures and 
fronts
Shiny finish on red and grey fronts
Drawers: roller sliding rails
Invisible self-closing metal hinges

Buffet 120
L120 H184 P44 cm 

Blanc : 3374
Rouge brill. : 3376

Gris brill.: 3375

Desserte MO 
L60 H815 P44 cm

Blanc : 803311
Rouge brill.: 803313
Gris brill. : 803312

Clever and functional, this range of 
kitchen’s storage is perfectly adapted to all 
decorative universes.

Buffets SPOON
+ An attractive price positioning !

+ 3 finishes are available in a 
contemporary design 

+ A functional and clever range of 
products adapted to all decorative
universes ! 

White Concrete

Buffets SPOON

Structure with particleboard with Melamine
surface 16 mm (front), 22 mm (upper side)
Drawer : on ball bearing sliding rails 
Metallic hinges with self-closing system

A large central space very functional to 
integrate your microwave, an espresso
machine and other small household
aplliances. 

+ Doors : Aluminium Grey finish

+ Handles and legs : Aluminium Grey 
finish

+ Invisible assembling : cam fittings

Buffet 101
L101 H185 P40 cm 

White : 3363
Concrete: 3393

Desserte MO
L60 H85 P40 cm 
White : 803308

Concrete: 803309



A both industrial and vintage glass 
sideboad bringing the functionalities of 
contemporary pieces of furniture: grommet
for wire management, soft closing drawer, 
high capacity to meet all storage needs.

MEMORY
+ High storage capacity:
- 12 spaces behind doors
- 1 soft closing drawer

+ Perfect as an additional kitchen
element or in other rooms

+ Store your small household
appliances thanks to the 
grommet for wire management

Jackson Oak

MEMORY
- Drawer on roller sliding rails with soft closing
system

- Grommet for wire management to plug small
appliances

- Sliding doors with metallic profile

- Shelf with 2 positions to optimize space

- 3 swinging doors, 2 sliding glass doors, 1 
drawer

Front and structure with particle board (15mm), 
black melamine edges.
Sliding glass doors: tempered glass + 2 vertical 
steel profiles + 2 mdf strips + 2 glued finish sticks  

Swinging doors on metallic hinges with automatic
closing

MEMORY
0826BUVA

L 110  H187  D50 cm



MEMORY
- Drawer on roller sliding rails with soft closing
system

- Grommet for wire management to plug small
appliances

- Sliding doors with metallic profile

- Shelf with 2 positions to optimize space

- 3 swinging doors, 2 sliding glass doors, 1 
drawer

Front and structure with particle board (15mm), 
black melamine edges.
Sliding glass doors: tempered glass + 2 vertical 
steel profiles + 2 mdf strips + 2 glued finish sticks  

Swinging doors on metallic hinges with automatic
closing

MEMORY
0826BUVA

L 110  H187  D50 cm

A collection of 4 unit furniture combining 
simplicity, efficiency and universal design.

CITTY
+ Compact storage with essential 
functions

+ Contemporary and universal 
design

+ Simple and functional unit 
furniture

White

CITTY
+ Self-supporting furniture, easy to assemble 
and install 

+ Handle profile plastic decor chrome matt

+ Large storage niches that can integrate a 
microwave oven or other appliances

+ 2 services equipped with multidirectional
wheels

803250

L60 x H75 x P43 cm 

Structure in melamine particle board thickness 
15 mm, white decoration Channels melamine 
gray decoration. Drawers on marbles, invisible 
metal hinges and pivot (service 76), black 
multidirectional ABS castors. Gray ABS handles.

803251

L80 x H107 x P43 cm 

803252

L60 x H177 x P43 cm 

803318

L76 x H80 x P43 cm 



Useful and elegant, the Olga range is ideal 
to complete or equip a kitchen in a 
Scandinavian style, its low buffet 120 with 
credence and its solid oak legs are the 
assets that make it an original range.

OLGA
+ A Scandinavian style, 
contemporary and timeless

+ A range of 4 pieces of furniture 
well suited to kitchens open to the 
living room

+ An alliance of style and original 
functions that make it a 
differentiating product

White Jackson Oak

OLGA

- Structure in melamine surfaced chipboard with 
Jackson Oak decor 15mm thick, matching 
melamine edges, soft edges on the front. Fronts 
in 16mm thick white melamine chipboard, oak 
finish melamine edge. 

3388
L80 H184 P43cm

(26+22) Kg

803330
L60 H120 P43cm

27 Kg

803331
L100 H120 P43cm

(23+23) Kg

803332
L118 H116 P43cm

37 kg

Buffet 80 height 184, with 4 doors, 1 drawer and 
1 shelf 
Combined 60 height 120, with 1 niche, 1 door 
and 1 drawer.
Combined 100 height 120, with 1 niche, 2 doors 
and 1 drawer.
Sideboard 120 height 116, with 2 niches, 1 
drawer, 1 door, 1 credenza with integrated shelf

+ Solid conical oak legs

+ White lacquered metal handles

+ Drawers on ball bearing slides



OLGA

- Structure in melamine surfaced chipboard with 
Jackson Oak decor 15mm thick, matching 
melamine edges, soft edges on the front. Fronts 
in 16mm thick white melamine chipboard, oak 
finish melamine edge. 

3388
L80 H184 P43cm

(26+22) Kg

803330
L60 H120 P43cm

27 Kg

803331
L100 H120 P43cm

(23+23) Kg

803332
L118 H116 P43cm

37 kg

Buffet 80 height 184, with 4 doors, 1 drawer and 
1 shelf 
Combined 60 height 120, with 1 niche, 1 door 
and 1 drawer.
Combined 100 height 120, with 1 niche, 2 doors 
and 1 drawer.
Sideboard 120 height 116, with 2 niches, 1 
drawer, 1 door, 1 credenza with integrated shelf

+ Solid conical oak legs

+ White lacquered metal handles

+ Drawers on ball bearing slides

The Socool multifunctional buffet has all the 
necessary storage space in a kitchen, the 
worktop is equipped with a cable grommet 
and a profile to hang utensils 

SOCOOL
+ Very complete multifunctional 
solution

+ A current Scandinavian style

+ Easy to integrate with other 
furniture

White Jackson Oak

SOCOOL

- Structure in melamine surfaced particleboard 
with Jackson Oak decor 15mm and 22mm thick 
Facades in melamine surfaced particleboard with 
White decor 16mm thick, melamine edge with 
Oak decor. 

3389
L100 H184 P44cm

- Work surface integrating a cable grommet to 
facilitate the integration of small household 
appliances

- Sideboard with integrated metal bar for hanging 
utensils 

- white lacquered metal handles

- drawer on ball bearing slides



A large capacity storage cabinet in an 
optimized volume. Functions that allow you 
to integrate with originality in the kitchen or 
living room.

LOFT
+ Original multifunctional storage 
solution

+ An elegant industrial look

+ Can be easily integrated into 
both the kitchen and living room

Stipple Black Jackson Oak

LOFT

- Structure in melamine surfaced particleboard 
with Jackson Oak decor 15mm thick. Fronts in 
16mm thick black chipboard, matching melamine 
edge

0828AR2P
L103  H200 P50 cm

- Full height door for easy access to large 
storage capacity

Open niche integrating:
- a metal bar for hanging utensils
- a support to hang the glasses
- a cable grommet to facilitate the integration of 
small electrical appliances.

- drawer on ball bearing slides



LOFT

- Structure in melamine surfaced particleboard 
with Jackson Oak decor 15mm thick. Fronts in 
16mm thick black chipboard, matching melamine 
edge

0828AR2P
L103  H200 P50 cm

- Full height door for easy access to large 
storage capacity

Open niche integrating:
- a metal bar for hanging utensils
- a support to hang the glasses
- a cable grommet to facilitate the integration of 
small electrical appliances.

- drawer on ball bearing slides

COOKER

A multi-function cabinet, 
perfectly adapted to small
spaces and student’s rent.

Contemporary design and bi-
tone finish (White and Grey)

An additional board can be
used to create an extra table 

or a desk.

COOKER
A functional cabinet with sober finish and many storage capacities.

Blanc • Structure en panneaux de particules 16 mm (façades), 
22 mm (dessus)
• Tiroirs : coulisses à billes
• Charnières métalliques à rappel automatique

- A large central space very functional to integrate
your microwave, an espresso machine and other small
household aplliances. 

- Upper side and edges : Aluminium Grey finish

- Lags and handles : Aluminium Grey finish

- Assembling with cam fittings for a regular and 
pleasant aspect.

3361 : L101 x H185 x D40 cm 

COOKER Overview



OPTIBOX

Easy to setup thanks to the 
legs 

Compact and functional
furniture items

A contemporary bi-tone finish 
(White and Grey)

• Structure with particleboard, thicj edges 16 mm
• Drawer on ball bearing sliding rails
• Invisible metallic hinges with with self-closing system

OPTIBOX
Bringing a contemporary, pure and trendy design, this range of kitchen items will be perfectly adapted to all 
decorative universes ! 

- Large central space that can be used as a complementary
worktop or as a storage space for a microwave, a coffee machine 
or other small household appliances. 
- Modern legs for a contemporary design and an efficient cleaning
- Handles: Aluminium finish

Cabinet 80

Cabinet 60

½ Column 60

Microwave cabinet 100

Overview handle

OPTIBOX Overview

Cabinet 80 : 803261
L80 x H185 x D43 cm 

½ Column 60 : 803258
L60 x H118 x D43 cm 

Cabinet 60 : 803259
L60 x H185 x D43 cm 

Microwave unit 100 : 
803260

L100 x H118 x D43 cm 



• Structure with particleboard, thicj edges 16 mm
• Drawer on ball bearing sliding rails
• Invisible metallic hinges with with self-closing system

OPTIBOX
Bringing a contemporary, pure and trendy design, this range of kitchen items will be perfectly adapted to all 
decorative universes ! 

- Large central space that can be used as a complementary
worktop or as a storage space for a microwave, a coffee machine 
or other small household appliances. 
- Modern legs for a contemporary design and an efficient cleaning
- Handles: Aluminium finish

Cabinet 80

Cabinet 60

½ Column 60

Microwave cabinet 100

Overview handle

Functional and ingenious 4-piece furniture 
range in 4 finishes that blend perfectly with 
all interior styles in 16 possible 
combinations. 

PIXEL
+ 4 current finishes
including 2 that are shiny

+ Products offering large storage 
space

+ A range of ingenious, functional 
products that can be combined with 
all styles

Shiny
red

Light
acacia

Shiny
grey

White

PIXEL
Wide easy grip handle.

Feet and handles finished in aluminium grey

22 mm aluminium grey worktop (cabinets) 

Large functional central recess that can
accommodate a microwave oven, an 
espresso machine and other small electrical
appliances

16 mm thick melamine particle board structures and 
fronts
Shiny finish on red and grey fronts
Drawers: roller sliding rails
Invisible self-closing metal hinges

Buffet 120
L120 H184 P44 cm 

White: 3382
Acacia: 3384

Shiny red: 3385
Shiny grey: 3386

Desserte MO 
L60 H116 P40 cm

White: 803295
Acacia: 803297 

Shiny red: 803298
Shiny grey: 803299

Buffet 80
L80 H184 P44 cm 

White: 3368
Acacia: 3370

Shiny red: 3371
Shiny grey: 3372

Desserte 60
L60 H81,5 P44 cm 

White: 803290
Acacia: 803292 

Shiny red: 803293
Shiny grey: 803294



Simply swivel the surface, and this unit 
transforns to suit a range of uses (island 
unit, bar, snack table, desk and more), at 
the same time offering high capacity 
storage (drawer, space for a microwave 
oven, bottle shelf and more)

TICTAC
+ The ideal multifunction solution 
for small spaces such as studio 
apartments

+ Rotating thick chipboard 
surface ensures stability and 
light weight

+ Large storage capacity

White Shadow Grey

TICTAC
Ball bearing drawer runners

Bottle shelf with retainer rail

Large width and large height space for 
microwave oven

Swivel surface with full 360° rotation

15 mm thick melamine faced chipboard carcass
and fronts, melamine edging.
58 mm thick cellular board surface, 1.5 mm ABS 
edging.

TICTAC
0450

1 2 3

L 129 H110 P55 cm L 133 H110 P107 cm L 186 H110 P55 cm

îlot ‐ rangement bar mange‐debout snack ‐ bureau



TICTAC
Ball bearing drawer runners

Bottle shelf with retainer rail

Large width and large height space for 
microwave oven

Swivel surface with full 360° rotation

15 mm thick melamine faced chipboard carcass
and fronts, melamine edging.
58 mm thick cellular board surface, 1.5 mm ABS 
edging.

TICTAC
0450

1 2 3

L 129 H110 P55 cm L 133 H110 P107 cm L 186 H110 P55 cm

îlot ‐ rangement bar mange‐debout snack ‐ bureau
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ZENITH

A contemporary and exclusive design 
with an anthracite grey finish on the  

intern sides of the lateral panels 

Attractive price positioning

Compact dimensions for more 
storage spaces and an optimized

layout

+ Front and structures with particle boards and melamine cover, thick
edges16 mm
+ Drawer on metallic ball bearing sliding rails
+ Abs square knob with anthracite grey finish
+ Finishing : white fronts and white hinges / top and lateral panels : black

ZENITH
Zénith is a “space gain” range of affordable pieces of furniture bringing an exclusive and 
contemporary design. 

+ Overview bringing many layout
possibilities so as to optimize the space.
+ Sides support : structure with lateral
supports for a quick and easy setup

White

Grey

L59 x H122 x 
D31cm

Ref : 603712

ZENITH
Overview

L60 x H90 x D46 
cm

Ref : 603760

L59 x H54 x D38 
cm

Ref : 603725

L30 x H30 x D15 
cm

Ref : 603730

L30 x H185 x D31 
cm

Ref : 603714

L59 x H185 x D31 
cm

Ref : 603715

L60 x H58 x D11 
cm

Ref : 2435



+ Front and structures with particle boards and melamine cover, thick
edges16 mm
+ Drawer on metallic ball bearing sliding rails
+ Abs square knob with anthracite grey finish
+ Finishing : white fronts and white hinges / top and lateral panels : black

ZENITH
Zénith is a “space gain” range of affordable pieces of furniture bringing an exclusive and 
contemporary design. 

+ Overview bringing many layout
possibilities so as to optimize the space.
+ Sides support : structure with lateral
supports for a quick and easy setup

White

Grey

Functional and smart bathroom / laundry 
furniture items bringing many storage 
space

VERSUS
+ Functional and smart bathroom / 
laundry furniture items

+ A modern design : white and 
dark shadow grey

+ Many storage space

White Dark Grey

VERSUS
Mirror with shelf compatible with the wall 
cabinet 60 and cabinet wall 40
Wash-basin with 2 doors
Wall cabinet with 2 shelves
Column 60 :
upper part accessible
many storage possibilities
2 laudry baskets 
Swinging door for a better resistance
Large drawer
WC storage cabinet :
2 high doors
Big storage capacity

Front and structure with particle board, 
thickness 16 mm 
Shiny white plastic handle

WC SORAGE 
CABINET

L60 H184 P22 cm
604137

WASH BASIN
L59 H54 P38 cm

604125

COLUMN 60
L60 H184 P32 cm

604145

MIRROR
L60 H71 P14 cm

604135

WALL CABINET 60
L60 H71 P15 cm

604102



RIGATO

Functional and convenient
storage solutions

A compact bathroom
and low prices

An timeless design and a 
universal white finishing

• Front and structures with melamine particle
boards, thick edges16 mm
• Handles : matt aluminium grey finishing
• Drawer on metallic ball bearing sliding rails 
and on roller sliding rails in the Column 60

RIGATO
A convenient bathroom bringing space optimization and a timeless design.

Lateral structure : furniture with lateral
support for an easy setup

Finishing : 
White fronts
Aluminium grey for lateral sides, top 
and shelf

White Aluminium 
Grey

RIGATO Overview

Column 60 : 744915
L59 x H185 x D31 cm

Unit 30 : 744909
L30 x H85 x D31 cm

Mirror : 2435
L59 x H58 x D11 cm

Under sink unit : 744925
L59 x H55 x D38 cm

Toilet unit : 744937
L60 x H180 x D38 cm

Wall cabinet 30 : 
744901
L30 x H56 x D31 cm

Under sink unit : 744925
L59 x H55 x D38 cm



• Front and structures with melamine particle
boards, thick edges16 mm
• Handles : matt aluminium grey finishing
• Drawer on metallic ball bearing sliding rails 
and on roller sliding rails in the Column 60

RIGATO
A convenient bathroom bringing space optimization and a timeless design.

Lateral structure : furniture with lateral
support for an easy setup

Finishing : 
White fronts
Aluminium grey for lateral sides, top 
and shelf

White Aluminium 
Grey

SYANE

A universal design on the front : 
shiny white finishing

A convenient and well-
designed range of bathroom 

furniture with legs

A compact bathroom 
bringing essential spaces 

of storage 
• Front and structures with particle boards and melamine 
cover, thick edges16 mm 
• Plastic handle with shiny white finishing
•Finishing : white for both front and edges / top panels 
and inside of the lateral panels with anthracite grey 

SYANE
An affordable range with many storage spaces perfectly adapted to an entry levels layout. 

Lateral support :  structure with lateral supports for 
a quick and easy setup

Under sink unit 80 with a shiny white wash-basin 
in ceramic

White

Layout with under sink unit 80, ceramic wash-basin, cabinet

Overview drawer and handle

Loyout with under sink unit 60

SYANE - Overview



ERWAN

Veneered and massif 
aok natural finish

Free standing structure allows
an easy assembly & installation

Drawer slides & door hinges
including soft closing system

ERWAN BATHROOM

Multi-tray drawer

Authentic aspect

Slate effect resin top

A trendy product mixing natural wood finish & high capacity of tidying. This range is a combination of 
veneer & massive oak with slate effect resin top. The design of the artisanal assembly highlights the 
authentic aspect of the product.

● Veneered and massif aok natural finish
● Doors include the hand grips for a light design
● Doors with hinges including soft closing system
● Uprights : large frame shape effect
● Free standing structure allows an easy assembly & installation
● Drawers including sliding soft closing system

OVERVIEW ERWAN 

WASHING-BASE UNIT
L : 90 cm
H : 84 cm
D : 49,5 cm

ERWAN BLOC
réf. 0714_BLRE

MIROR
L : 90 cm
H : 80 cm
D : 13 cm

RESIN TOP
L : 90 cm
H : 70 cm
D : 51 cm

COLUMN ERWAN
réf. 0714_CO40

L : 40 cm
H : 184 cm
P : 40 cm



ERWAN BATHROOM

Multi-tray drawer

Authentic aspect

Slate effect resin top

A trendy product mixing natural wood finish & high capacity of tidying. This range is a combination of 
veneer & massive oak with slate effect resin top. The design of the artisanal assembly highlights the 
authentic aspect of the product.

● Veneered and massif aok natural finish
● Doors include the hand grips for a light design
● Doors with hinges including soft closing system
● Uprights : large frame shape effect
● Free standing structure allows an easy assembly & installation
● Drawers including sliding soft closing system

80 block comprising wash basin stand 
(shipped without basin) + mirror, shipped in 
a single package. 50 column dresser & 
shelving unit. A mix of open and closed
storage

OPUS
+ Natural contemporary-style 
lines and finishes for easy
integration

+ Floor-standing units for ease of 
installation

+ Shipped without wash basin for 
a greater choice of styles

Rough Oak

OPUS
Drawer with U-bend cutout on roller runners.
22 mm thick board feet for good stability
Polished chrome finish plastic handle
Mirror mounted on decorative board, for 
horizontal or vertical mounting

16 mm thick melamine faced particulate board
carcass and fronts with rough oak finish (22 mm 
thick feet and top)
Melamine edging

Sous-lavabo + miroir
L.80 H. 82+70 P.53 cm

727580

Colonne
L.50 H.181 P.33cm

727550
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Create your own wardrobe thanks to this
customizable solution of storage. Choose it
either open or closed by swinging doors. Adapt
it to your needs choosing a linear or corner 
layout every 50cm. 7 fronts models are 
available. 

EXTENSO
+ An innovative, efficient and attractive 
space-saving wardrobe bringing many
layout solutions with both functional
and aesthetic combinations.

+ Range with 23 references

+ Choose among 7 front models
Brooklyn Oak / Textile White / Textile

EXTENSO
Structures 50 and 100cm width
Both shelf and hanging rail are included.
Particle boards 18mm with Brooklyn Oak / 
Textile finishing and melamine edges.
Assembling system with self-centring cam
fittings for an easy mounting.
Structures on 2cm height-adjustable foot from
the inside. 
To ensure optimal safety, fixing wall clips and 
cross-units screws are provided.

Shelves pair
18mm particle board with textile finish and 
melamine edges. 
Metal shelf supports with screwing system and a 
locking tab to ensure safety (steel support)   

Drawer
Drawer on roller sliding rails 

Trouser hanger
Pull-out drawer on roller sliding rails with 9 rails 
and 2 small compartments to empty your
pockets

CABINET 100

ANGLE KIT

SHELVES PAIR DRAWER TROUSER HANGER 



EXTENSO

CABINET 100
4430CA10

L100 H232 P61cm
61 kg (22+39)

CABINET 100
4432CA10

L100 H232 P61cm
61 kg (22+39)

CABINET 50
4432CA50

L50 H232 P61cm
47 kg (11+36)

CABINET 50
4430CA50

L50 H232 P61cm
47 kg (11+36)

ANGLE KIT
4432ANGL

L50 H232 P61cm
48 kg (15+33)

ANGLE KIT
4430ANGL

L50 H232 P61cm
48 kg (15+33)

SHELVES PAIR 50
0042RA50
L46 P50cm

6 kg 

SHELVES PAIR 100
0042RA10
L96 P50cm

11.5 kg 

DRAWER 50
0043TI50

L46 H27 P50cm
7 kg 

DRAWER PAIR 50
0044TI52

L46 H54 P50 cm
14 kg 

DRAWER 100
0043TI10

L96 H27 P96cm
10 kg 

DRAWER PAIR 100
0044TI12

L96 H54 P50 cm
19 kg 

FILER 
4430FILE

L10 H232 P1.8 cm
3 kg 

TROUSER HANGER
0045TIPP

L96 H16 P50cm
9 kg 

METAL BAR
0049BA10

L96 cm

LED LIGHTS
0048SPL2

EXTENSO
Doors :
Delivered with 4 soft closing hinges, 1 handle.

BROOKLYN OAK
4432PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

MATTE WHITE
4430PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

SHADOW GREY
4435PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

SHINNY WHITE
4436PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

MIRROR
4434PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.9 cm
16 kg 

FRAME BROOKLYN
4432PBCA

L50 H228 ép.1.9 cm
12 kg 

ATELIER BLACK+MIRROR
4433PB50

L50 H228 ép.3.5 cm
15 kg 



EXTENSO
Doors :
Delivered with 4 soft closing hinges, 1 handle.

BROOKLYN OAK
4432PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

MATTE WHITE
4430PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

SHADOW GREY
4435PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

SHINNY WHITE
4436PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.5 cm
11 kg 

MIRROR
4434PB50

L50 H228 ép.1.9 cm
16 kg 

FRAME BROOKLYN
4432PBCA

L50 H228 ép.1.9 cm
12 kg 

ATELIER BLACK+MIRROR
4433PB50

L50 H228 ép.3.5 cm
15 kg 

Primo it 2 complementary amenities to 
easily arrange a storage space for all 
clothes

PRIMO
+ 2 modules that can be 
assembled to achieve a 180 cm 
layout

+ Lockable wardrobe bars

+ Functional furnishings with 
wardrobe, linen and drawers

Blanc

PRIMO

Structures and facades in particle board 15 
mm thick. Drawer on ball slides. Steel 
wardrobe bar.

Modular layout solution:

Primo column 40 : 
- column width: 38 cm
- 4 shelves / 1 wardrobe

Primo columne 60 : 
- column width : 60 cm
- 4 shelves / 1 wardrobe / 1 drawer
- 1 high shelf

300063
L142 x H180 x P40cm

White

300060
L120 x H180 x P40cm

White



7 modules to create 26 different storage 
solutions: column width 60 or 38 cm, with or 
without drawer, height 180 cm or 200 cm, width 
138 cm to 220, with or without curtain.

COMBI

Blanc

+ 26  storage solutions

+ Large choice of dimensions :
- Width from 138 to 220 cm
- Height 180 and 200 cm

Features to customize: 
- With or without drawer
- With or without curtain

COMBI

26
SOLUTIONS



COMBI

26
SOLUTIONS

+ Lingerie column width 60 cm or 38cm
With or without drawer and high shelf

+ Lateral pannel

+ Kit height adjustable in width

+ Curtain column option H203 cm

COMBI

Particleboard structure covered with white decor 
paper, thickness 15mm. Galvanized steel 
wardrobe tubes Drawer on ball slides 100% 
polyester curtain on galvanized steel bar

301510
L.138 h.180 p.40 cm

Column 38 cm 
+ 3 shelves +1 penderie 

301520
L.160 h.180 p.40 cm

Column 60 cm
3 shelves +1 penderie 

301540
L.160 h.180 p.40 cm

Column 60 cm + 3 shelves
+1 drawer + 1 high shelf

+ 1 hanging rail

301530
L.138 h.180 p.40 cm

Column 38 cm + 3 shelves
+1 drawer + 1 high shelf

+ 1 hanging rail

301550
L.1,5 h.180 p.40 cm

Lateral pannel

301580
L.140  h.203 p.40 cm
High cabinet 140 cm 

+ half column 38cm + 1 drawer
+ 1 hanging rail

301590
L.198  h.203 p.48 cm

Column 38cm + 4 shelves
+ 1 drawer + 2 hanging rails 

+ 1 curtain



A column for storing shoes that can fit into 
small spaces.
Available in two decors

STEP

Blanc

+ Variable storage height (setting 
the location of tablets)

+ Composable to create a storage 
at the desired width

Chêne Dakota

+ 7 spokes to position freely

+ 1 fixed shelf

+ Wall mounting with metal brackets

STEP

Particleboard structure covered with white decor 
paper, thickness 15mm.

7954CO24
Dakota Oak

L.24  H.220 P.34 cm

7957CO24
White

L.24  H.220 P.34 cm



+ 7 spokes to position freely

+ 1 fixed shelf

+ Wall mounting with metal brackets

STEP

Particleboard structure covered with white decor 
paper, thickness 15mm.

7954CO24
Dakota Oak

L.24  H.220 P.34 cm

7957CO24
White

L.24  H.220 P.34 cm

 VETI

7957VETI



New concept of innovating storage, 
functional, and multi universes. 
Offers multiple layout solutions. Easy to 
transport and to assemble. 
Easy dress, the no stress solution ! 

EASY DRESS
+ Easy to buy and easy to carry

+ An innovating layout range, 
functional & multi universe

+ Offers multiples layout 
depending of your needs and 
your budget

Dakota Oak

EASY DRESS
Assembly by double eccentric and dowel joint

Adjustment in width of the layout by cutting the 
shelf wardrobe

Height adjustment by adding and cutting cube 
modules 40 and 60

Structures and fronts in 15 mm particules board 
Ball bearing sliding rails
Column widths : 40 or 60 cm

Unit 40 Linen cabinet 
L40 H101 P24cm

300862

Unit 60 Wardrobe
L60 H101 P40cm

300811

Unit 60  2 drawers
L60 H101 P40cm

300812

Unit 40 2 drawers
L40 H101 P40cm

300813

Unit 40 Linen cabinet
L40 H101 P40cm

300814

Unit 60 Linen cabinet 
L60 H101 P24cm

300863

Unit 60 Linen cabinet
L60 H101 P40cm

300810

Unit 60 shoe-storage
L60 H101 P24cm

300864

Cube 40
L40 H40 P40cm

300860

Cube 60
L60 H40 P40cm

300861

Unit 100 cabinet
L100 H101 P44cm

300865

Unit 100 desk 
L100 H101 P44cm

300866

Unit Panel / Shelf wardrobe
L90  H10 P40cm

300815

Unit 100 Angle  
L100 H101 P50cm

300867



EASY DRESS
Assembly by double eccentric and dowel joint

Adjustment in width of the layout by cutting the 
shelf wardrobe

Height adjustment by adding and cutting cube 
modules 40 and 60

Structures and fronts in 15 mm particules board 
Ball bearing sliding rails
Column widths : 40 or 60 cm

Unit 40 Linen cabinet 
L40 H101 P24cm

300862

Unit 60 Wardrobe
L60 H101 P40cm

300811

Unit 60  2 drawers
L60 H101 P40cm

300812

Unit 40 2 drawers
L40 H101 P40cm

300813

Unit 40 Linen cabinet
L40 H101 P40cm

300814

Unit 60 Linen cabinet 
L60 H101 P24cm

300863

Unit 60 Linen cabinet
L60 H101 P40cm

300810

Unit 60 shoe-storage
L60 H101 P24cm

300864

Cube 40
L40 H40 P40cm

300860

Cube 60
L60 H40 P40cm

300861

Unit 100 cabinet
L100 H101 P44cm

300865

Unit 100 desk 
L100 H101 P44cm

300866

Unit Panel / Shelf wardrobe
L90  H10 P40cm

300815

Unit 100 Angle  
L100 H101 P50cm

300867

An innovative, functional and customizable
concept of storage, thought to fit in with
different home decorations and easy to 
transport and to assemble.

EASY LIFE
+ A range of products easy to buy
and to transport 

+ An innovative, functional range 
of layout solutions that fits in with
many decorations styles

+ Customize easily your storage
layout according to your needs
and within your budget

Brooklyn Oak Shadow Grey

EASY LIFE
Cam fittings assembling system with
trunnion for both top and bottom elements

Backs of cupboards and inside drawers with
Linen finish

Width adjustable by cutting

Fronts and structures made with 15mm particle
boards
Drawers on ball bearing sliding rails
Column width: 40 or 60cm

Linen cabinet 40
L40 H101 D40cm

200810

2-Drawer unit 40
L40 H101 D40cm

200811

Linen cabinet 60
L60 H101 D40cm

200812

2-drawer unit 60
L60 H101 D40cm

200813

Wardrobe unit 60
L60 H101 D40cm

200814

Self and wardrobe unit 90
L90 H10 D40cm

200819

Corner unit 100
L100 H101 D50cm

200815

Door unit 40
L40 H101 D40cm

200820

Door unit 60
L60 H101 D40cm

200821



CAIRN

3011500IF
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A collection of “all-in-one” ready-to-fit 
cupboard door packs, available in 4 sizes
and 3 finishes

ECO PACKS
+ Can be trimmed to the correct 
height and width

+ Quick and easy fitting

+ Smooth gliding top guide with 
rubber wheels

+ Profiles, wheels, guides and 
crossmembers can simply be 
slotted into new positions

White Ash White Oak Liquorice Oak

ECO PACKS
A - HANDLE PROFILES
ECO door profiles in White or Grey painted 
steel Curved shape offering excellent grip. 
Trimmable
B - BOTTOM WHEELS
Galvanised steel cage, clip-on fixing, height 
adjustable up to 13 mm, silent wheels with 
anti-derailing system
C - UPPER GUIDE
Galvanised steel body, clip-on fixing, rubber 
wheels mounted on nylon ring
D - TOP RAIL
Top rail in White or Grey painted steel, 3 
identically sized fins for good door retention 
and fluid sliding action. Trimmable. Plastic 
template included to assist top rail trimming
E - BOTTOM RAIL
Bottom rail in white painted steel. 
Trimmable
F - PANEL: 10 mm thick chipboard

Pack
under-eaves
L120 H120
30212BFB

Pack 120
White Ash
L120 H250
30012BFB

Pack 120
Blond Oak
L120 H250
30012BCL

Pack 120
Liquorice Oak

L120 H250
30012BCR

Pack 150
White Ash
L150 H250
30015BFB

Pack 180
White Ash
L180 H250
30018BFB

A

C
D

EB

A B C D E

F



ECO PACKS
A - HANDLE PROFILES
ECO door profiles in White or Grey painted 
steel Curved shape offering excellent grip. 
Trimmable
B - BOTTOM WHEELS
Galvanised steel cage, clip-on fixing, height 
adjustable up to 13 mm, silent wheels with 
anti-derailing system
C - UPPER GUIDE
Galvanised steel body, clip-on fixing, rubber 
wheels mounted on nylon ring
D - TOP RAIL
Top rail in White or Grey painted steel, 3 
identically sized fins for good door retention 
and fluid sliding action. Trimmable. Plastic 
template included to assist top rail trimming
E - BOTTOM RAIL
Bottom rail in white painted steel. 
Trimmable
F - PANEL: 10 mm thick chipboard

Pack
under-eaves
L120 H120
30212BFB

Pack 120
White Ash
L120 H250
30012BFB

Pack 120
Blond Oak
L120 H250
30012BCL

Pack 120
Liquorice Oak

L120 H250
30012BCR

Pack 150
White Ash
L150 H250
30015BFB

Pack 180
White Ash
L180 H250
30018BFB

A

C
D

EB

A B C D E

F

PACKS ATELIER
+ Can be trimmed to the correct 
height

+ Quick and easy fitting

+ Smooth gliding top guide with
soft closingBlack Stipple

A collection of “all-in-one” ready-to-fit 
sliding doors pack, available in 3 sizes
trendy industrial style.

PACKS ATELIER
A - HANDLE PROFILES
Door profiles in black painted steel Curved
shape offering excellent grip. Can be
shortened
B - BOTTOM WHEELS
Galvanised steel cage, clip-on fixing, height
adjustable up to 13 mm, silent wheels with anti-
derailing system
C - UPPER GUIDE : Guide with soft closing
D - TOP RAIL
Top rail in black painted steel, 3 identically sized
fins for good door retention and fluid sliding
action. Can be shortened. Plastic template
included to assist top rail trimming
E - BOTTOM RAIL
Bottom rail in black painted steel. Trimmable
F - PANEL: 10 mm thick chipboard
G - MIRROR : 3 mm thikness with film + mdf
black profils

A

C D

EB

A B C D E

F

G

Pack 120
Black stipple
L120 H250
81012NNO

Pack 150
Black stipple
L150 H250
81015NNO

Pack 180
Black stipple
L180 H250
81018NNO
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